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common occurrence of boundary-layer clouds in the summer is shown
by a cloud deck, and in the wintertime low-level moisture freezes into ice
crystals. The vertical red line in the summer and winter pictures repre-
sents a common temperature profile. In the summer, the surface is warmer
than the atmosphere above creating an unstable boundary layer. Above
the cloud the temperature increases with height due to the cloud’s reflec-
tion of sunlight and heat emission. The temperature begins to decrease
above the cloud-top inversion. In the winter, the surface is much colder
than the atmospheric layer above. This creates a stable atmospheric layer
up to 1 km above the surface. The Fwall flux from the lower latitudes
warms the atmospheric layer above the inversion, and then the temper-
ature begins to decrease with height as heat is lost to space. The net
top-of-atmosphere forcing is positive only from mid-September through
mid-October, is essentially zero during winter, and is negative in mid-
summer due to high albedo of clouds. Changes in the winter surface air
temperature are closely related to changes in longwave radiation budget
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files were derived from ECMWF analysis using constrained variational
analysis. Shown are profiles every eighth-of-a-day from day 116 0:00:00
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ture (θp), water vapor mixing ratio (qv), meridional (u), longitudinal (v),
and large-scale vertical (wls) wind speeds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
2.5 Vertical atmospheric profiles pressure-height 1000 mbar to 775 mbar from
ARM’s database for ISDAC. The profiles were derived from ECMWF
analysis using constrained variational analysis. As in Figure 2.4, the pro-
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3.1 Time evolution of the Three-Dimensions (3D) domain averaged cloud
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ABSTRACT
Representing the Fate of Springtime Arctic Clouds
by
Erika L. Roesler
Chair: Derek J. Posselt
Observations and modeling results have shown the high latitudes’ environment changing
in a warmer climate. The research presented focuses on the parameterizations used to sim-
ulate Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS) clouds and the sensitivity of the AMPS
to changing environmental conditions. A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is used to repro-
duce an idealized AMPS during the intensive observation period, Indirect and Semi-Direct
Aerosol Campaign (ISDAC). The level of complexity needed to simulate this cloud is
investigated with two microphysics routines and two subgrid scale turbulent closure mod-
els. It was found that both the microphysics routines accurately produced macrophysical
properties of the observed cloud, and that the less computationally expensive microphysics
parameterization could be used to reproduce the AMPS. When the subgrid scale turbulent
closure models were evaluated with the microphysics routines, it was found the choice of
turbulent closure model had more of an effect on the cloud properties than the choice of
microphysics.
Knowledge of the parameterizations needed for representing the AMPS were applied to
a parameter-space-filling uncertainty quantification technique to understand the sensitivity
xxi
of the mixed-phase cloud to changes in its environment. The LES model was connected to
the uncertainty quantification toolkit, Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale
Applications (DAKOTA), which produced parameter ranges from which the LES model
tried to produce a boundary layer mixed-phase cloud. The environmental variables that
were changed were the cloud ice and aerosol concentration, surface sensible and latent heat
fluxes, and large scale temperature, water vapor, and vertical motion. Four characteristic
behaviors were used to classify the fates of the AMPS: stability, growth, decay, and dissi-
pation. It was found the longevity and spatial extent of the AMPS were most sensitive to
changes in large-scale temperature, water vapor, and vertical motion in the variable ranges
that were investigated. It was also found the AMPS did not form unconditionally, and that




The heating imbalance from the equator to the poles creates a temperature gradient that
drives circulation in the atmosphere, bringing heat from the lower latitudes to the poles
(Trenberth et al., 2009). Seasonal changes at the North pole regulates how this energy is
distributed in the Arctic through net surface fluxes. In the summer, the increased shortwave,
or solar, radiation heats the dark ocean surface. Atmospheric heat, also known as longwave
or infrared radiation, and moisture is transported from the lower latitudes. This is shown
in Figure 1.1(a). In the winter, small amounts of sensible heat flux1 from the warm ocean
are released into the cold, dark atmosphere, and the transported atmospheric energy from
lower latitudes radiates mostly into space (Serreze et al., 2007). In the Arctic winter, a
strong temperature inversion extending 1000 to 1200 m high is maintained as a radiative
equilibrium from the low emissions from the extremely cold snow surface, which is nearly
a black body in the infrared, and a warmer air layer above the inversion originating from
poleward heat transport (Curry and Ebert, 1992). The occurrence of boundary layer clouds
are very unlikely during the polar winter because of the inversion and low humidity. The
increased sea ice coverage in the winter also prevents heat from escaping from the ocean
to the atmosphere and keeps the atmosphere cooler. In the spring when the sun returns,
the high albedo from the sea ice reflects much of the short wave radiation. In the summer,
1Sensible heat is heat exchange with the only effect being a change of temperature. That is, Qsensible =
mcp∆T where Qsensible is the sensible heat flux, m is the body’s mass, cp is its specific heat capacity, and
∆T is the change in temperature (AMSGlossary, 2012).
1
sea ice melts and radiation further warms the ocean while air temperatures remain near


























(b) Winter heat sources and losses in the Arctic.
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Figure 1.1: A picture of (a) summertime and (b) wintertime heat sources and losses in the
Arctic. In both (a) and (b), Fwall is the heat, moisture, and momentum flux that is advected
from the lower latitudes to the Arctic. Fsfc is the heat, moisture, and momentum flux from
the surface which can be mostly open ocean in the summer or mostly ice and snow in the
winter. Frad is the radiative heat loss (winter) or gain (summer) out of the top of the at-
mosphere due to the sun (summer) or lack-of-sun (winter). The more common occurrence
of boundary-layer clouds in the summer is shown by a cloud deck, and in the wintertime
low-level moisture freezes into ice crystals. The vertical red line in the summer and winter
pictures represents a common temperature profile. In the summer, the surface is warmer
than the atmosphere above creating an unstable boundary layer. Above the cloud the tem-
perature increases with height due to the cloud’s reflection of sunlight and heat emission.
The temperature begins to decrease above the cloud-top inversion. In the winter, the surface
is much colder than the atmospheric layer above. This creates a stable atmospheric layer up
to 1 km above the surface. The Fwall flux from the lower latitudes warms the atmospheric
layer above the inversion, and then the temperature begins to decrease with height as heat
is lost to space. The net top-of-atmosphere forcing is positive only from mid-September
through mid-October, is essentially zero during winter, and is negative in midsummer due
to high albedo of clouds. Changes in the winter surface air temperature are closely related
to changes in longwave radiation budget (Curry and Ebert, 1992).
Earth’s climate is formed from the integrated relationship of solar radiation heating the
Earth and creating the energy surplus at the equator and the energy deficit at the poles.
Changes to this pattern will perturb the established climate. Observations and calculations
by global models have shown the Arctic to be experiencing greater-than-average warming
(Forster et al., 2007; Lemke et al., 2007; Trenberth et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2008). The
Arctic was recently found to be 1.4°C higher than projected from a two millennia trend, and
high latitudes have positive feedbacks that amplify forcing more than at the low latitudes
(Kaufman et al., 2009). The higher increase of air temperatures in the Arctic relative to the
rest of the globe is known as polar or arctic amplification. This is a process where the sea
ice extent decreases in summer and warms the top of the ocean because the open ocean has
low albedo and absorbs much solar energy when the sun angle is high. When the sea ice
extent is large, the high albedo of the sea ice can reflect much of the solar radiation in the
spring, summer, and fall. Changes in albedo are most important in Arctic summer and less
in winter when there is little to no insolation. A decreasing sea ice extent then hinders ice
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formation in the autumn and winter. This same process is intensified each season and acts
as a positive feedback loop that has been observed in reanalysis datasets (Serreze et al.,
2009a,b; Serreze and Francis, 2006). Models show inverse correlated relationship between
latitude of maximum warming and sea-ice extent (Holland and Bitz, 2003). Thus the Arctic
region has a high vulnerability to change in a warmer climate.
Time and area changes to snow and ice will influence planetary energy balance (Peixoto
and Oort, 1992), so changes to the Arctic sea ice cover will modify the temperature gradient
from the equator to the poles and alter the circulation patterns of the atmosphere (Francis
et al., 2009; Serreze et al., 2009b). A warmer Arctic implies the atmospheric thickness
will increase and the temperature gradient between the equator and poles will decrease.
Decreasing the temperature gradient can cause a weakened wind shear, which affects the
development, direction, and magnitude of weather systems (Francis et al., 2009; Serreze
et al., 2009b). In addition to the decreasing temperature gradient, shrinking sea ice could
contribute to the alteration of the strength of winter weather systems (Serreze et al., 2007).
This is may be possible through the climatic atmospheric phenomena known as the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Arctic Oscillation (AO). The NAO is the relationship of
the difference in sea surface pressure between the Icelandic Low and the Azores High. The
magnitude of this difference drives the strength and direction of westerly winds into the
Europe. The AO is the difference of the pressure anomalies between the Arctic and mid-
latitudes. Although the relationship between sea ice and the phase of the NAO and AO
remains uncertain, it has been observed that decreased sea ice extent is attributed to a wet
central and southern Europe and Mediterranean with dry conditions in Northern Europe.
Additionally, less rainfall may occur in the American West with increased snow depths
over Siberia and northern Canada. This pattern is associated with a negative phase of the
AO. In a negative phase of the NAO, temperatures would be lower than normal in Eurasia
and higher than normal in North America (Deser et al., 2000). In a positive phase of the
AO, low sea ice levels could provide larger moisture fluxes to the atmosphere which could
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blanket the lower latitudes with snow, causing widespread boreal winter cooling (Judah
et al.).
In knowing that the Arctic sea ice extent and midlatitude weather patterns are linked,
knowledge is sought in regards to what environmental mechanisms can cause further sea
ice depletion. The largest driving force in sea ice extent change is the atmospheric state.
Heat, moisture, and pollution are brought from the lower latitudes into the Arctic. Clouds
are formed in the Arctic atmosphere from the heat, moisture, and pollutions sources. It
has been found that low-level clouds, i.e., clouds with tops less than two kilometers, warm
the Arctic surface. These low-level boundary layer clouds are environmental mechanisms
that can contribute to the further melting of the sea ice. These clouds are the focus of this
research.
1.1 Arctic Mixed-Phase Clouds
The reason why the Arctic boundary layer clouds warm the surface can be understood in
terms of net cloud radiative forcing. The net cloud radiative forcing is the sum of the cloud
short wave forcing and cloud long wave forcing. Cloud long wave forcing and short wave
forcing are calculated from the difference of the amount of long or short wave radiation
reaching the surface under cloudy conditions to the amount of long or short wave radiation
reaching the surface under clear conditions. Arctic clouds have a net warming effect, which
means more radiation is absorbed by the Arctic’s surface than is reflected by the clouds’
top. This is unique to Arctic boundary layer clouds because boundary layer clouds in lower
latitudes have a net cooling effect, meaning they reflect more radiation at the cloud top than
is released at the cloud base to heat the surface.
The low-level clouds will warm the surface and melt the sea ice throughout most of
the year. At the surface, the net warming effect of the clouds throughout the year in the
Arctic is due to the absence of solar radiation during the polar night and high albedo of
the sea ice surface. Curry and Ebert (1992) developed a single-column radiative transfer
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model for 80°North latitude and found that the net surface cloud forcing is positive year-
long except 2 weeks in summer during maximum insolation. Curry and Ebert (1992)
showed that a long wave, short wave competition exists in the net cloud forcing with the
low sunlight amount being reflected and the persistence of the low clouds which release
long wave radiation. Intrieri et al. (2002) measured Arctic clouds during the field campaign
Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) and also found that clouds warm the surface
except briefly in summer. Although an increase in boundary-layer liquid clouds would
warm the surface, Curry et al. (1996) proposed that increasing low clouds in the spring
and summer could have a cooling effect because the short wave and long wave radiation
budget at the surface is approximately equal. This means that small changes in the cloud
and environment could cause a net positive or net negative warming at the surface.
The temperatures in which the Arctic stratocumulus clouds more frequently occur have
a temperature range that is conducive to having both liquid and ice species in the cloud.
When the Arctic low-level clouds contain both ice and liquid, they are called mixed-phase
clouds. The low-level, boundary-layer mixed-phase clouds have a large spatial and tempo-
ral extent, just as the boundary layer stratocumulus clouds have at lower latitudes. They
can be hundreds of kilometers in spatial extent and exist for days. Mixed-phase clouds have
different microphysical structure and radiative properties than liquid-only clouds. Mixed-
phase clouds are more transmissive than clouds in mid-latitudes because they are thinner,
have lower water content, less turbulent energy, and have lower amounts of water vapor per
unit mass of moist air, i.e., specific humidity.
With the mixed-phase stratocumulus clouds’ warming effect on the sea ice, the chang-
ing sea ice’s effect on weather patterns, and the uncertainty of knowing the extent of the
Arctic warming, more information is needed about Arctic processes and the environment to
make forecasts for the future. Field campaigns have collected more information about the
Arctic clouds and surface, but decades of observations are needed to see qualitative trends.
Large global models can be used to make forecasts, but they have difficultly replicating
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the observed structure of the clouds, and thus cannot determine what the boundary layer
cloud’s role is with contributing to sea ice loss.
1.2 Dissertation Motivation
A number of fundamental outstanding questions remain regarding the behavior and
characteristics of the Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS). The model complexity
and resolution required to realistically simulate the clouds are not precisely known. The
interactions between aspects of the boundary layer and cloud microphysical schemes are
potentially important and not well known. Nonlinearity in cloud processes makes it difficult
to understand the functional relationship between changes to the Arctic environment and
changes to the physical and radiative properties of AMPSs.
This research seeks reduce the uncertainty in knowing the level of model complexity
needed to simulate single-layer AMPS. Two microphysics and two turbulence packages
are compared to assess the necessary level of model complexity. These analyses and re-
sults are presented in Chapters III and IV. Upon establishing the level of model complexity,
the initial environmental conditions in which the AMPS has been formed is perturbed to
understand its sensitivity to changes in its surroundings. The simulated cloud environ-
ment is perturbed by using a parameter estimation in a separate software package called
Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale Applications (DAKOTA). Uncertainty
quantification algorithms have never before been applied to a study of AMPS clouds and
represent the application of a set of powerful analytic tools to a new set of challenging and




2.1 Observations of the Arctic Environment
2.1.1 Relationship between Sea Ice and Clouds
Arctic boundary-layer clouds are the focus of this research because of their potential
to warm the surface and contribute to melting sea ice. The formation of low clouds in
the Arctic spring has been attributed to the general circulation when moist continental air
masses are pushed over icy surfaces and cooled (Herman and Goody, 1976). With the
minimum sea ice extent in the Arctic decreasing, the relationship between sea ice and
boundary layer clouds is questioned. Open water provides a moisture and heat source for
low cloud formation. A correlation between open water and increased clouds has been
observed (Huschke, 1969), but a 16% decrease in summer cloudiness from 2006 to 2007
coincided with the 2007 Arctic sea ice minimum (Kay et al., 2008; Xiquan et al., 2009).
With increasing low cloud cover, the long wave radiation increases to the surface. Francis
and Hunter (2006) found that the sea ice extent in the past decade is influenced by the
surface energy balance instead of wind anomalies. The increasing surface energy in the
spring and summer is from the increased downward longwave flux due to increasing clouds
and water vapor from exposed ocean and insolation. In the autumn, Schweiger et al. (2008)
also found cloud cover and sea ice are linked. Unlike in the spring, a decrease in low-level
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cloud and increase in midlevel cloud was found to coincide with decreasing sea ice. This
is believed to be caused by a decrease in static stability and deepening of the atmospheric
boundary layer that breaks the surface and cloud-top inversion normally present in the
spring.
2.1.2 Seasonal Properties of Arctic Clouds
Many decades of observations have shown evidence that Arctic boundary layer clouds
have an annual cycle. Observations of the prevalence and types of clouds began when
the circumpolar land masses surrounding the Arctic Ocean were dotted with Distant Early
Warning (DEW) stations during the cold war (Dyson, 1979; Wohlforth, 2004). Huschke
(1969) produced one of the first records of cloud height and occurrence from surface-based
and aircraft observations for weather applications at that time. Huschke (1969) found a
very abrupt spring transition in low cloud amount in all regions of the Arctic. The low-
level clouds in the Arctic more frequently occur in the spring, summer, and fall. It was
also observed that the occurrence of midlevel clouds was almost constant year around. The
maximum occurrence of middle and high clouds was in October, most likely because there
is a high degree of cyclonic activity in the Arctic in October. The number of high-level
clouds were lowest in the summer.
Surface-based remote sensors were used for year-long measurements during the Surface
Heat Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) campaign of 1997 - 1998 (Shupe et al., 2005a). It was
reported that multi-layered cloud scenes containing multiple cloud types were common,
and that mixed-phase clouds (clouds containing both liquid and ice) had higher occurrences
during the transition seasons of spring and autumn. The high occurrence of mixed-phase
clouds during these seasons was attributed to the atmospheric temperatures at that time.
During SHEBA, all-liquid clouds were observed to occur during about 20% of the year, and
mixed-phase were observed to occur about 40% of year. No seasonal trend was observed
with all-ice clouds (Shupe et al., 2005a).
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Some Arctic field campaigns undergone in the last decade have focused on obtain-
ing microphysical data from mixed-phase clouds. During Mixed-Phase Arctic Clouds
Experiment (MPACE) (McFarquhar et al., 2007) and Study of Environmental Arctic Change
(SEARCH) (de Boer et al., 2009), single-layer stratiform mixed-phase clouds were found
to occur under different wind conditions between 4% and 26% of the time. Bulk cloud
properties were similar to those observed by Huschke (1969) where the mean cloud base
was between ∼ 700 − 2100 m, the mean thickness between ∼ 200 − 700 m, and the
mean in-cloud temperatures were between ∼ 242 − 271°K. The clouds’ liquid-to-ice ratio
decreased as cloud temperature decreased.
2.1.3 Indirect and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign
A recent field campaign, Indirect and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign (ISDAC), sought
to make simultaneous measurements of clouds and aerosols during a time of the year before
the sea ice began to significantly melt but boundary layer clouds were likely. Measurements
of mixed-phase clouds and aerosols were made during the Department of Energy (DOE)
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program’s ISDAC conducted in April 2008.
Aerosols measurements were a focus of this field campaign because changes in aerosol
concentrations and composition can alter cloud cover (Forster et al., 2007). The direct
aerosol effect, the semi-direct effect, the cloud albedo effect, and the cloud lifetime effect
have been identified as unique processes by which aerosols can affect clouds globally. The
direct aerosol effect is the aerosols’ ability to directly absorb and reflect radiation. The
semi-direct effect is the aerosols’ ability to heat and evaporate the cloud they surround.
The cloud albedo effect is the ability of aerosols to become cloud droplets which decreases
cloud effective radius and increases cloud-top reflectivity. The cloud lifetime effect is the
ability of aerosols to act as cloud particles and increase the cloud lifetime by enhancing
cloud-top stability and weakening entrainment of dry air into the cloud (Forster et al.,
2007; Koch and Del Genio, 2010).
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High aerosol concentrations in the Arctic have been observed. In the spring a recur-
ring pollution event called the Arctic Haze brings elevated concentrations of nitrates, sul-
fates, and carbonaceous material to the region (Barrie, 1986; Przybylak, 2003; Quinn et al.,
2007). The industrialized areas in the lower latitudes are the source of the Arctic Haze, and
the transport from the mid-latitudes to the Arctic takes between 5 −10 days. This event
has been observed in the spring for over 50 years. As pollution sources change, the haze
concentrations and compositions have also changed. The Arctic Haze properties have been
observed to be tens of meters to one kilometer thick and ∼ 20 − 200 kilometers wide. The
Arctic Haze also heats the atmosphere and cools the surface during the day, but infrared
emissions would heat the surface at night. Figure 2.1 shows this phenomenon pictorially.
In the spring, the haze begins to descend and vertically mix below 3 kilometers. The haze
particles become aged, scavenged, and mixed as they reach the Arctic (Quinn et al., 2007).
Appendix C explores two ways to model how a freshly emitted soot particle ages. It was
predicted in the soot particle model and observed in laboratory measurements that the soot

















































Figure 2.1: Arctic Haze Layer occurs in lowest 5 kilometers and peaks at about 2 kilome-
ters. It can be tens of meters to 1 kilometer thick and 20 − 200 kilometer wide.
The ISDAC mission was based out of the permanent ARM field site located near Bar-
row, Alaska on the North Slope of Alaska (NSA). Measurements were made of the compo-
sition and abundance of anthropogenic haze particles during ISDAC. Mixed-phase clouds
have been previously observed at this location during other similar campaigns such as
SHEBA, MPACE, and First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project Regional Ex-
periment - Arctic Clouds Experiment (FIRE-ACE) (Barrie, 1986; Ghan et al., 2007; Shupe
et al., 2005b, 2006). ISDAC research teams utilized aircraft and ground-based instruments
for measurements of aerosols, hydrometeors, temperature, wind speeds, pressure, and wa-
ter content of clouds. During ISDAC, the observed atmospheric conditions included days
of multiple cloud layers in a stratified atmosphere, days of Arctic Haze, days of clear sky,
and days of single-layer clouds. Single structure, one layer clouds were observed on April
8 and April 26. These days are called “golden days” because they are useful in numer-
ical simulations to understand the microphysical structure and longevity of mixed-phase
clouds. They occurred without any interaction with multiple cloud layers or high aerosol
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concentrations (McFarquhar et al., 2011). This research will focus on the springtime Arc-
tic cloud cover during the April 26, 2008 “golden day”. A “golden day” was selected for
study because we wish to understand the needed complexity in simulating a Arctic Mixed-
Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS) without additional aerosols or cloud layers. Understanding
the impact of a single AMPS on the warming of the sea ice is the goal of this research.
On April 26, 2008 near Barrow, Alaska, the meteorological conditions were such that
a high pressure system was set over the Arctic Ocean which produced this single-layered
mixed-phase cloud system. There was a weak easterly wind flow off the ocean (McFar-
quhar et al., 2011). Figure 2.2 shows visible satellite images taken over the state of Alaska
during 26 April 2008. (Credit to University of Alaska - GINA www.gina.alaska.edu for
aligning, labeling, and publishing the images online). The year, month, day, and local time
is printed on the bottom of each of the photos. The view of Alaska on 26 April 2008
shows there is much cloud cover. Beneath the clouds is sea ice and snow on the land. The
populated town and cites are labeled. The grey shaded region of the image is outside the
field-of-view of the camera. In this picture, it is not possible to distinguish between the
surface ice and the clouds. A different instrument aboard the satellite would be used to
measure differences in emitted wavelengths.
Figure 2.2: Visible satellite images from MODIS taken over the state of Alaska during April
2008. Credit to University of Alaska - GINA www.gina.alaska.edu for aligning, labeling,
and publishing the images online.
The satellite images in Figure 2.2 provide a qualitative picture of the Arctic conditions
on April 26, 2008. Data regarding the atmospheric properties of the cloud was obtained
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from aircraft with 100 km path within the cloud and four hours of flying. Figure 2.3 shows
the flight leg that sampled the AMPS. During this time, it was found the average cloud top
height was at about 850 m, and the average cloud base was at about 650 m. The cloud-
top temperature was also between -13°and -15°C, and the cloud-top temperature inversion
was between 1°and 3°C over a few tens of meters. The liquid and ice water content of the
cloud varied between 0.1 - 0.15 g m−3 and ∼ 0.01 - 0.04 g m−3, respectively. The number
of cloud droplets varied between ∼ 150 - 200 cm−3, and the number of ice crystals with
diameters greater than 200 µm varied between ∼ 0.3 - 0.7 L−1.
For comparison, measurements of the cloud on April 8, 2008 were taken by aircraft
over a 180 km path and three hours of flying. It was found the cloud top varied between
700 - 1100 m, and the cloud base varied between 550 - 1000 m. The cloud-top temperature
was between -13°and -15°C, and the cloud-top temperature inversion was between 3°and
4°C. The liquid and ice water content of the cloud varied between 0.05 - 0.4 g m−3 and ∼
0.02 - 0.05 g m−3, respectively. The number of cloud droplets varied between ∼ 100 - 200
cm−3, and the number of ice crystals with diameters greater than 200 µm varied between
∼ 0.5 - 1 L−1.
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Figure 2.3: Flight paths through single-layer mixed-phase stratocumulus clouds observed
on the golden days during ISDAC.
2.2 Model Background
To understand how the mixed-phase cloud warms the ice surface, a Cloud Resolving
Model (CRM)-type model was chosen for this study over a regional model or global model
because of its ability to resolve cloud hydrometer processes and the ability to capture the
cloud particle’s response to changes in a cloudy environment. The grid spacings in a CRM
are usually on the order of tens to hundreds of meters. The AMPS clouds have been ob-
served to contain both liquid and ice for days at a time in clouds that are several hundred
kilometers in size. The global climate models (GCMs), which could predict a saturated
grid box as part of this mixed-phase stratocumulus cloud, the entire cloud system, and it’s
encompassing environment, does not have the ability to simulate the liquid and ice together
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in the same cloud over the period of time that the AMPS occur. This is because a param-
eterization in a GCM predicts ice formation in a cloud as a function of temperature. At
the sub-freezing temperatures in which AMPS occur, the cloud liquid water content will be
converted to ice because the ice supersaturation is less than that for liquid. The ice particles
will continue to grow at the expense of the liquid particles, and the cloud would quickly
glaciate. A regional or nested model can have the same parameterizations as a GCM, de-
pending on its grid size and time step. A regional model could be used to replicate the
observed cloud on a specific day and its larger dynamic system, but the purpose of this
research is to resolve the mixed-phase cloud liquid, ice, and energy budgets as specifically
as possible. To do this, the CRM called System for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2 (SAM)
was chosen.
CRMs have been used to investigate many types of clouds in the Earth system. These
types of models are useful for deep convection, marine stratocumulus, continental stratus,
orographic clouds, squall lines, aerosol effects on clouds, and recently as a tool for diag-
nosing some cloud properties in a GCM grid box. The benefit of using a CRM would be
to resolve boundary layer processes, to investigate cloud mass and energy budgets in large
turbulent eddies, and understand precipitation processes such as the types and amounts
of precipitation. The disadvantages of using CRMs are related to the computational cost
and time required to simulate those processes explicitly over a large area for a significant
amount of time. However, the ability to resolve cloud features, convective processes, and
to integrate models for a longer duration has been made possible by the advancements in
computing resources and availability. The CRM is set-up in a way to be used for a single
type of cloud over one location in time. The CRM, SAM, is based on the theory of Large
Eddy Simulation (LES), which is further described in Chapter IV.
To highlight how simulated AMPS cloud properties can change under changing numer-
ical parameterizations or small changes in the environmental conditions, only a portion of
the cloud is simulated. The sensitivity of this portion of the cloud to changes in its physical
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representation or the environment serves as a proxy to the cloud as a whole. This can be
assumed from the spatially homogeneous quality of the AMPS observed on 26 April 2008,
and by applying periodic boundary conditions to the CRM. Thus changes made within the
simulation domain are effectively made to the cloud as a whole. The initial conditions are
also idealized by smoothing small fluctuations in the atmospheric profiles. This was done
to emphasize the magnitudes of the temperature, water vapor, and wind as functions of
altitude that are generally common to stratocumulus.
2.3 Experiment Design
2.3.1 Model Description
Simulations are performed with SAM, a LES. Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003) con-
tains a thorough description of SAM, and some features of SAM will be highlighted here.
The advection and diffusion of momentum are second-order accurate, with kinetic energy
conservation under advection.
The time integration of the momentum equations was performed with a third-order
Adams-Bashforth scheme. As described in Durran (1991), for a dependent variable, ψ,
the ordinary differential equation in time, dψ/dt = F (ψ), can be approximated by the








where φn is a numerical approximation to ψ(n∆t). The coefficients, aj , can either be
determined from the Taylor series expansions for ψ and F (ψ), or by writing the equivalent
integral equation
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by which the Adams-Bashforth scheme approximates as
(n+1)∆t∫
n∆t





Following the steps to compute the coefficients described in Durran (1991), the third-order
Adams-Bashforth scheme is given by
φn+1 − φn = ∆t
12
(
23F (φn)− 16F (φn−1) + 5F (φn−2)
)
. (2.4)
The benefits of using the third-order Adams-Bashforth scheme is that it is explicit, not sub-
ject to time splitting instability, is more accurate than a leapfrog scheme, and is not much
more computationally expensive compared to similar-ordered schemes (Durran, 1991).
2.3.2 Experiment Set-up
The center of the domain is 71.32°North, -156.61°West. SAM simulated the Arctic
Mixed-Phase cloud for 24 hours in a Three-Dimensions (3D) domain of 96×96×96 grid
points. A uniform vertical grid was used with grid spacings of ∆z = 40 m starting from
20 m above the surface. The horizontal grid spacings were ∆x = ∆y = 100 m. The time
step was 2 seconds. The grid spacing and time step were chosen so that the evolution of
the areas of liquid and ice within the cloud could be properly resolved. The time step and
grid spacing satisfied numerical stability conditions as well. The domain size is similar to
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other AMPS modeling studies such as Ovchinnikov et al. (2011) and Fan et al. (2009a).
This domain size was tested by increasing the number of points and the grid spacing, and
it was found the simulated AMPS cloud structure did not change in a significant way.
The aerosol size distribution mean diameter, D, geometric standard deviation, σ, and
number concentration, N , were prescribed in SAM with the values for the April 26, 2008
from Table 2.1. The other AMPS golden day during ISDAC was April 8, 2008, and the
aerosol size distribution parameters are similar between the two golden days. The aerosol
parameters are based on measurements and compiled by Peter Liu and Mike Earle. The
primary aerosol composition was sulfate mixed with organics, biomass burning, and sea
salt on these golden day (McFarquhar et al., 2011). It was found that most of the larger
particles over 0.1µm were activated in the cloud, and that particle size was the most impor-
tant parameter for aerosol activation with sulfate content being of secondary importance
(Zelenyuk et al., 2010). The aerosol composition was approximated by using ammonium
sulfate, (NH4)2SO4, with no insoluble, organic, or sea salt components. This composition
was also used so that this study will be comparable to other cloud-aerosol studies from
ISDAC. A comprehensive study of how aerosol variables including concentration, compo-
sition, and size affect cloud droplet number was performed by Roesler and Penner (2010)
and is shown in Appendix D. Based on the aerosol measurements taken during the golden
days and the conclusions in Roesler and Penner (2010), approximating the aerosol com-
position as the three-ion ammonium sulfate instead of more complicated molecule is not
expected to change the droplet number within the modeled cloud significantly.
Table 2.1: Average aerosol size distributions measured during ISDAC golden days.
Date ISDAC flights D (µ) σ N (cm−3)
08 April 2008 16 0.188 1.40 165
26 April 2008 30, 31 0.194 1.48 199
SAM was initialized with similar conditions observed from the DOE ARM site’s radar
and atmospheric sounding measurements and from the aircraft flight taken on 26 April
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2008. The atmospheric profiles were derived using constrained variational analysis based
on European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis as devel-
oped by Zhang and Lin (1997); Zhang et al. (2001) and implemented, for example, by
Xie et al. (2006). This technique uses sounding measurements of winds, temperature, and
water vapor mixing ratio to interpolate GCM grid-scale vertical velocity and advective ten-
dencies. As the domain of the simulated AMPS in SAM is the size of one high-resolution
GCM grid box, the atmospheric profiles derived from this procedure are used in this exper-
iment. Figure 2.4 shows the derived atmospheric profiles from the ECMWF analysis for a a
day-and-a-half before and after the simulated time of day 117.5 0:00:00 UTC to day 118.5
0:00:00 UTC. The atmospheric profiles have values for pressure heights up to 25 mbar,
which is exceeds the boundary layer and lower-atmosphere height in the Arctic. Figure 2.5
shows just the lower portion of the atmospheric profiles from 1000 mbar to 775 mbar. For
reference, Figure 2.6 shows the height in meters of the pressure levels as interpolated by
SAM assuming a standard reference atmosphere.
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Figure 2.4: Vertical atmospheric profiles from ARM’s database for ISDAC. The profiles
were derived from ECMWF analysis using constrained variational analysis. Shown are
profiles every eighth-of-a-day from day 116 0:00:00 to day 119 0:00:00 UTC of 2008.
From left to right, potential temperature (θp), water vapor mixing ratio (qv), meridional (u),
longitudinal (v), and large-scale vertical (wls) wind speeds.
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Figure 2.5: Vertical atmospheric profiles pressure-height 1000 mbar to 775 mbar from
ARM’s database for ISDAC. The profiles were derived from ECMWF analysis using con-
strained variational analysis. As in Figure 2.4, the profiles are every eighth-of-a-day from
day 116 0:00:00 to day 119 0:00:00 UTC of 2008. From left to right, potential temperature
(θp), water vapor mixing ratio (qv), meridional (u), longitudinal (v), and large-scale vertical
(wls) wind speeds.
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Figure 2.6: The geometric height in meters of the pressure-heights as calculated by SAM
using a standard reference atmosphere.
The profiles used for this research are based on the properties shown in Figure 2.4
and are shown in Figure 2.7. The profiles are idealized compared to the profiles shown
in 2.4. The temperature and moisture profiles in the lower troposphere were modified to
more closely match the structure of the boundary layer at the time and location of the flight
that was making in situ measurements in the cloud (M. Ovchinnikov, personal communi-
cation). Figure 2.7 shows a well-mixed boundary layer in potential temperature and water
vapor from the surface to about 900 millibars, or about 950 m. At 900 millibars (950
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m), the potential temperature begins to increase with height. When the cloud is initially
formed in SAM, the increasing potential temperature with height creates a vertically stable
atmospheric and will prevent the cloud top from increasing in height. Figure 2.5 shows
a presence of a subsidence during the time of day 118.125 - 119 as calculated from the
ECMWF analysis. During the time period of day 116.5 - 116.875 the vertical motion was
negative for pressure-heights greater than 950 mbar and positive or near-zero for heights
lower than 950 mbar. A large-scale subsidence was used in the simulation to reflect the
subsidence produced by the ECMWF analysis.
As seen in Equation 2.4, the third-order Adams-Bashforth scheme requires two time
steps, (n − 1) and (n − 2), prior to the current time step, n, to predict the variable value
at a future time, (n + 1). Thus SAM requires two points in time in the profiles in order
to initialize the model run. Figure 2.7 shows the idealized initial soundings that were used
to initialize the cloud at day 117.5 0:00:00 UTC, abbreviated 117.5 UTC hereafter. The
second point in time was 24 hours later at day 118.5 0:00:00 UTC, abbreviated 118.5 UTC
hereafter. The profile values for u, v, θp, and qv were set to be equal at 117.5 UTC and
118.5 UTC. SAM uses linear interpolation from these equivalent points in time to fill-in
flow field information at the (n− 2), (n− 1), and n time steps to predict the flow one time
step (2 seconds) later at (n+ 1).
The time tendencies of the zonal and meridional wind, d
dt
(u(x, y, z, t)) and d
dt
(v(x, y, z, t)),
were nudged every τls = 7200 seconds to the profiles of the u and v large-scale wind com-















The atmospheric winds within SAM’s domain pushed cloud material out of the simu-
lation domain at one end, but due to the periodic boundary conditions, that mass re-entered
on the opposite side of the domain. The potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio
were not forced within the simulation time period. Because the initial sounding conditions
of the model and the large-scale wind forcing were the equivalent throughout the simu-
lation time period, a laminar advective flow was developed under the periodic boundary




















Figure 2.7: Idealized vertical profiles used for model initialization and large-scale forcing.
From left to right, potential temperature (θp), water vapor mixing ratio (qv), meridional (u),
longitudinal (v), and large-scale vertical (wls) wind speeds. The θp, qv, u, and v were used
for the sounding initial conditions. The u, v, and w were used for the forcing.
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CHAPTER III
Comparison of Microphysics Parameterizations
3.1 Introduction
Microphysical schemes are the portion of a Cloud Resolving Model (CRM) that solves
for the cloud hydrometeors. In the environment, the interactions between the cloud particles
happen on the micro- to centimeter scales. However, the grid spacings in a CRM are usually
on the order of tens to hundred of meters. Consequentially, the condensation, evaporation,
collision, freezing, and other processes are approximated within the CRM. Microphysical
schemes began as single-moment bulk schemes where the mass of a cloud hydrometer
species would be prognosed throughout the simulation. Currently, a majority of CRMs
use a double-moment bulk microphysical scheme. The mass and number of selected cloud
hydrometer species is predicted where the size of the particles would be prescribed.
Knowledge of the size distribution of the cloud hydrometers becomes necessary as
questions regarding aerosol-cloud interactions are presented. Bin models, compute the
evolution of the size distribution of the cloud particles in time. These models are capable
of directly simulating the aerosol impact on clouds. Bin models often have higher fidelity
than bulk models when compared to observations (Lynn et al., 2005a,b; Lynn and Khain,
2007; Li et al., 2009a,b; Khain et al., 2009). However, the bin models have a significantly
higher computational expense than the bulk models.1
1It took a month of continuous super-compute time to obtain Spectral Bin Microphysics in Three-
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Bin and bulk model comparisons have been performed for a variety of model config-
urations and cloud types (see references in Table 3.1). Ideally, the bulk scheme should
produce very similar results with the bin scheme with little or no modifications to the spe-
cific cloud system being studied. Because of the significantly higher computational expense
of bin models, they are often not possible to use in many 3D models, and not in global cli-
mate models (GCMs). The motivation for this study is to identify differences in the bin
and bulk scheme and to replicate Spectral Bin Microphysics (SBM) results using a bulk
scheme inside the CRM, System for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2 (SAM), in an “out of
the box” way without making case-specific modifications to either scheme when simulating
Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS). We also wish to evaluate the ability of these
two microphysical parameterizations to simulate a single-layer AMPS. Versions of these
bulk and bin schemes are used in popular models such as Weather Research and Forecast-
ing model (WRF), Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS), Goddard Cumulus
Ensemble (GCE), and Mesoscale Model (MM5).
The first microphysics package is the two-moment Morrison microphysics (see Mor-
rison et al. (2005)) that predicts mass and concentration of drops, ice, rain, snow, and
graupel.2,3 All hydrometeor sizes can be represented by gamma functions. Morrison et al.
(2005) derived an analytic approximation of the supersaturation equation that is used to
calculate supersaturation and droplet activation.
The second microphysics package is the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Israel (HUJI)-
SBM (see Fan et al. (2007); Khain and Pokrovsky (2004) for thorough descriptions of the
SBM). Thirty-three mass-doubling bins predict mass, concentration and size distribution
of rain, snow, graupel, hail, columns, plates, dendrites, cloud condensation nuclei (CCN),
and ice nuclei (IN). Droplet nucleation, primary and secondary ice generation, conden-
Dimensions (3D). The bulk scheme took a few days with the same configuration.
2Graupel are ”heavily rimed snow particles, often called snow pellets; often indistinguishable from very
small soft hail except for the size convention that hail must have a diameter greater than 5 mm. Sometimes
[they are] distinguished by shape into conical, hexagonal, and lump (irregular) graupel.” (AMSGlossary,
2012)
3rime – (frost) an accumulation of granular ice tufts formed from supercooled fog or cloud (Inc., 2005)
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sation/evaporation of drops, deposition/sublimation of ice particles, freezing/melting, and
mutual collisions between various hydrometeors is also predicted. Recent improvements in
the SBM microphysics include CCN recycling, where evaporated droplets are redistributed
back to the initial CCN size distribution (Fan et al., 2009a), and a parameterization that
maintains a constant prescribed in-cloud ice particle number mixing ratio (see Ovchinnikov
et al. (2011)).
The HUJI-SBM (SBM hereafter) microphysics parameterization has been used to sim-
ulate many types of clouds in a variety of model configurations. Table 3.1 shows a selection
of studies that have used the SBM in atmospheric simulations. The primary purpose of this
table is to show that the SBM has been used in warm cloud, deep and shallow convective
cases, and over a magnitude’s span of grid spacings.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Overall Results of Bin and Bulk Microphysics
Figure 3.1 shows the domain-averaged evolution of the mixed phase cloud profile dur-
ing the 24-hour simulated period. Both the bulk and the SBM clouds contain liquid and ice,
and both microphysics routines produced clouds that contained liquid water at the top with
a transition to ice in and below the liquid layer. Both mixed phase clouds are precipitating
ice. The bulk microphysics predicts a larger liquid mass and number concentration than
the SBM. The SBM predates a larger ice mass and number concentration compared to the
bulk.
A nearly constant cloud top height was produced in both the SBM and the bulk sim-
ulations. The cloud top boundary is defined to be where the total water mixing ratio, qT ,
the sum of all liquid and ice hydrometers, is greater than or equal to 10−5 kg/kg. The bulk
microphysics had a nearly constant cloud top height starting at 900 m and increasing to 980



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of 900 m throughout the entire simulation. The value of qT = 10−5 kg/kg is often used to
define the boundaries of a cloud in observations, but the value of qT = 10−6 kg/kg has also
been used. Redefining to qT = 10−6 kg/kg, then the bulk’s average cloud top height is 946
m. With qT = 10−6 kg/kg, the SBM’s redefined cloud top height varied between 900 m
and 940 m for an average of 932 m. This was caused by including the ice particle number
concentration values of ∼ 0.001 cm−3 between 117.6 and 118.0 UTC. The bottom of the
cloud in both the SBM and bulk is the bottom of the domain. The vertical model levels are
∆ z = 40 m, so the differences between the average cloud top height of the bulk and the
SBM within the model’s resolution.
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Figure 3.1: Time evolution of the 3D domain averaged cloud profiles for the bulk (left) and
SBM (right) microphysics. The cloud liquid, cloud droplet number, cloud ice, and cloud
ice number are shown from top to bottom for both microphysics routines.
3.2.2 Two-Dimensional Simulations of Bin and Bulk
Simulations in Two-Dimensions (2D) with the SBM have been tested and frequently
used to analyze cloud systems. (See, for example Khain et al. (2004), Khain et al. (2005)
and other references in Table 3.1.) 2D simulations were performed here for the SBM and
bulk comparison and shown in Figure 3.2. The computational expense of the 3D SBM sim-
ulation made it difficult to obtain multiple simulations of the 3D SAM-SBM to test theories
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and perform parameter sensitivities. A difference between the 2D and 3D simulated clouds
includes a slightly higher cloud top height in the 2D simulation. Another difference is that
the 3D clouds are averaged over another horizontal dimension containing 96 grid points in
these time-height profile contour plots. This gives the appearance of the 3D simulations
being more smooth and having fewer fine-scale features compared to the 2D. Similarities
between the 2D and 3D simulations include the maximum values of the cloud liquid and
ice mass mixing ratios and concentrations being almost equivalent. The 2D AMPS cloud
simulations show the liquid mass and droplet number concentration is at the cloud-top, and
the ice mass and number concentration exists throughout the cloud with precipitation to-
wards the surface as seen in the 3D simulations. The 2D mixed-phase clouds are similar to
the 3D mixed-phase clouds and will be used in this research to test theories and perform
parameter sensitivities.
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Figure 3.2: Time evolution of the 2D domain averaged cloud profiles for the bulk (left) and
SBM (right) microphysics. The cloud liquid, cloud droplet number, cloud ice, and cloud
ice number are shown from top to bottom for both microphysics routines.
3.2.3 Comparison with Observations
Profiles of the averaged liquid and frozen mass concentrations and number concen-
trations from simulations are compared with averaged ISDAC flight 31 measurements in
Figure 3.3. The data from the aircraft was reported at 1 second intervals from instru-
ments aboard aircraft described in McFarquhar et al. (2011). The flight data in Figure 3.3
represent several different flight patterns including two horizontal in-cloud legs and two
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segments with the up-and-down, “porpoising”, flight pattern. The ice water content and ice
particle concentration are taken from probes which reflect particles larger than 100 µm in
diameter. Even though the smaller particles are not expected to contribute significantly to
the ice mass, they are counted in the ice number concentration. Ice shattering effects would
cause an artificial increase in ice number. Though the data has been adjusted to include this
effect, remnants of small crystals from shattering might cause an overestimation in the ice
number concentration (M. Ovchinnikov, personal communication).
In general, the profiles of the liquid mass and number concentrations have better agree-
ment with the observations than the frozen mass and number concentrations. The variance
of the in-flight data was considered when comparing to the simulation results. The one
and two standard deviations, σ and 2σ, from the mean are shown as the shaded regions in
Figure 3.3. The predicted peak in the mass mixing ratio is a few meters higher than what
was measured. The cloud droplet number concentration in the bulk falls within the range
of variability of the observations while the SBM slightly under predicted the magnitude of
the droplets and their depth within the cloud. The maximum bulk droplet value is ∼ 20%
greater than the maximum droplet number predicted by the SBM and occurs 40 m lower in
the cloud.
The predicted frozen mass and number concentrations did not fall within the observa-
tion range. The frozen mass concentration was under predicted in both the SBM and the
bulk by an order of magnitude. The ice number concentration from the simulations was
greater than the observations by a factor of 2 or more. There is also multiple peaks within
the measured ice profiles. It is not directly known if this a commonly occurring feature
in slightly precipitating AMPS such as these, or if the variability of the frozen species is
related to ice shattering effects and the sampling techniques of the aircraft. A distinct fea-
ture of the both the SBM and bulk ice number concentration profiles is a sharp decrease
in number concentration at 1000 m with a well-mixed layer beneath from about 950 m to
580 m. The number concentration gradually decreases to the surface. The ice condensate
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is probably sublimating in the model because the mass of the frozen hydrometeors also
decreases from about 580 m downwards while the water vapor mixing ratio increases by
10%. The SBM and bulk had the same frozen number concentration, and the SBM’s frozen
mass mixing ratio had values closer to observations at the top of the cloud compared to the
bulk. This implies the SBM predicted larger frozen particles than the bulk. The observa-
tions show the presence of a small amount of liquid and ice from 1000 m to about 1100 m.
The simulations, on the other hand, show a sharp transition from no liquid to liquid at the
cloud top. The bulk simulations did produce a small amount of frozen condensate above
1000 m.
The averaged 2D results are compared to the inflight measurements and are shown
in Figure 3.4. Compared to the 3D simulations in Figure 3.3, the 2D cloud top height
increased by about∼100 m. The maximum number of droplets in the cloud layer decreased
by about 10 drops cm−3 in the SBM while the maximum number of droplets increased by
about 10 drops cm−3 in the bulk. These maxima occurred 40 m in the 2D compared to
the 3D. The frozen species for both the SBM and bulk show fewer differences when the
dimensionality of the model was changed.
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3D Bulk vs. Bin Drop Number Concentration
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3D Bulk vs. Bin Ice Number Concentration
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Figure 3.3: Cloud profiles from the bulk (blue lines) and SBM (green lines) microphysics.
These plots are the average from the 3D-domain and 24-hour simulation period. The black
dots are mean values from the measurements taken by the aircraft in the cloud on 26 April
2008. The light grey shading is two-times the standard deviation from the mean, and the
darker grey shading is the standard deviation from the mean of the in situ measurements.
Shown are total masses and number concentrations of the liquid and frozen hydrometeors.
(a) Total liquid mass mixing ratio (g/kg), (b) Total liquid number concentration (cm−3), (c)
Total frozen mass mixing ratio (g/kg), and (d) total ice number concentration (cm−3).
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Figure 3.4: Cloud profiles from the bulk (blue lines) and SBM (green lines) microphysics.
These plots are the average from the 2D-domain and 24-hour simulation period. The black
dots are mean values from the measurements taken by the aircraft in the cloud on 26 April
2008. The light grey shading is two-times the standard deviation from the mean, and the
darker grey shading is the standard deviation from the mean of the in situ measurements.
Shown are total masses and number concentrations of the liquid and frozen hydrometeors.
(a) Total liquid mass mixing ratio (g/kg), (b) Total liquid number concentration (cm−3), (c)
Total frozen mass mixing ratio (g/kg), and (d) total ice number concentration (cm−3).
3.3 Discussion and Summary
It was found in the comparison of the microphysics schemes that both schemes are
capable of producing the mixed-phase cloud for a 24 hour period. Both schemes produced
a boundary-layer cloud with a liquid layer near the cloud top with ice precipitating from
the cloud. When the simulated clouds were compared with observations, it was found that
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they both did reasonably well in producing the magnitude and location of the liquid layer.
Both schemes under predicted ice mass, but over predicted the ice number concentration
compared with the observations. The bulk microphysics produced a liquid layer that was
slightly larger and ice mass and number concentrations that were slightly smaller than the
SBM. The cloud top height in the bulk scheme increases slightly in time compared to the
SBM scheme where the cloud top height is constant for the 24 hour simulation.
The purpose of this comparison was to to assess the level of complexity needed to nu-
merical reproduce an AMPS. The state-of-the-art SBM has well-documented cases show-
ing its ability to realistically reproduce many cloud types including AMPS. It was found
that the bulk microphysics produced a mixed phase clouds that was very similar to the SBM
cloud, and that the bulk microphysics is capable to be used to simulate the mixed-phase.
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CHAPTER IV
Comparison of Subgrid-Scale Turbulence
Parameterizations
4.1 Introduction of Turbulence Parameterizations
Atmospheric processes span orders of magnitude in time and space. Chemical reactions
and radiative processes occur in less than a second in a space smaller than a micron. Cloud
systems, on the other hand, can take days to evolve and be hundreds of kilometers in size.
A commonality between these two atmospheric processes is that there is movement in
the atmospheric flow that mixes and moves the molecules and cloud mass. The mixing
within the atmospheric processes is important to understand and model. The molecular
mixing is important to understand because it determines the rate of formation of a product
in a chemical reaction and how much of the new product exists. The mixing within the
cloud system is important to understand because it determines the longevity, spatial extent,
and microphysical characteristics of the clouds. The small-scale molecular processes and
the large-scale cloud processes affect the fate and evolution of each other. In order to
understand how these processes work and interact in the atmosphere, computational fluid
dynamics and chemistry can model the reactions and the cloud mass. However it is not
possible to directly model every reaction or cloudy parcel in time, so approximations in the
form of turbulence parameterizations can be made of the smaller mixing processes so that
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the larger motion of the atmospheric system is resolved.
In the research question here of understanding the fate of the Arctic Mixed-Phase
Stratocumulus (AMPS) in a changing Arctic environment, the size and timescale of pro-
cesses that are less than tens of meters will be parameterized so that a few-kilometer-sized
portion of the cloud can be modeled for several hours. This choice of what to resolve (grid-
scale) and what not to resolve (subgrid-scale) was made so that the numerical requirements
of the cloud model, System for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2 (SAM), as explained in
Chapter II, would be met. This means that the smaller scales that will be parameterized
are the concentrations of the ice and liquid cloud particles and motion that is less than the
size of the grid box. The cloud particle parameterization is performed with microphysics
schemes by predicting the bulk evolution of cloud particles instead of keeping track of ev-
ery particle itself. As shown in Chapter III, the bulk and Spectral Bin Microphysics (SBM)
microphysics have been used in many different scales of resolution for a wide variety of
cloud systems, showing their ability to parameterize microphysical processes. The larger-
scale motion that is resolved would be fluid movement that is greater than the grid box.
Note that the nomenclature grid spacing and grid resolution are not synonymous, and that
higher resolution implies smaller grid spacings.
Turbulence is generated by fluid motion and the development of buoyancy within an
element of the fluid. The need for a parameterization for the mixing arises from terms in
the equations of fluid motion that describe subgrid-scale energy due to the choice of the
size of the physical system to be modeled. Historically, many techniques have been used to
model the subgrid-scale fluid motion. In this research, two techniques will be compared for
their ability to be used to model the fate of an AMPS. In this chapter, the governing fluid
equations will be introduced followed by approximations made to the fluid equations so that
they are more adaptable to numerical simulations. The subgrid-scale turbulent modeling
techniques will then be introduced. Proceeding the theoretical background, results of these
turbulent models when they are used in SAM to simulate an AMPS will be shown. Lastly,
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the results are discussed.
4.2 Navier-Stokes Equations in Vector Form
In order to properly describe fluid motion, a system of equations needs to be defined to
describe the fluid’s mass transport, momentum, and energy. For a cloud system, additional
equations are needed for radiation, phase changes of water, and heat, which be introduced
after the equations for mass, momentum, and energy are presented.
Following the work of Tannehill et al. (1997), first consider the principle of conserva-
tion of mass for fluid passing through infinitesimal fixed control volume. Let ∂ρ/∂t be the
rate of increase in density in the control volume, and∇·(ρV) is the flux of mass leaving the
control volume. Equation 4.1 shows the the conservation of mass for the control volume.
Taking this view-point of the fluid is an Eulerian approach in the conservation law where
the flux is written in divergence form. An incompressibility assumption will also be made,
and is consider a good assumption for wind speeds less than 100 m/s.
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρV) = 0 (4.1)
The momentum equation is derived when Newton’s Second Law is applied to a fluid
passing through an infinitesimal control volume. The ∂ρ/∂t term in Equation 4.2 is the rate
of increase of momentum in the control volume, the∇ ·VV term is the rate of momentum
lost of convection, ρf is a body force acting on a unit volume (like a force at a distance that
is applied to whole fluid, ρf = ρg), and∇·Πij are the surface forces per unit volume. The
momentum equation is applicable to continuum and non-continuum flows.
∂V
∂t
+∇ ·VV = ρf +∇ ·Πij (4.2)
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When Π is approximated the equation looses generality to the type of flow. The defini-
tion of a Newtonian fluid is a fluid where the stress at a point is linearly dependent on the
rates of strain (deformation) of the fluid. Schlichting (1968) derived a general deformation
law relating the stress tensor to the pressure, p, and velocity,











, for i,j,k = 1,2,3 (4.3)
where µ is the coefficient of viscosity (the dynamic viscosity), µ′ is he 2nd coefficient of
viscosity, and k = 2/3µ + µ′ is the bulk viscosity, which is important in shocked fluids
and fluids that attenuate/absorb sound waves. Otherwise, k = 0 in other fluids. The stress
equation becomes














for i,j,k = 1,2,3 (4.4)
















for i,j,k = 1,2,3. (4.6)
By relating the stress tensor to the pressure and velocity in the momentum equation, the
more commonly-known Navier-Stokes equation is formed. It is also common to include
the continuity and the energy equation and then call that set of equations the Navier-Stokes
equations. The entire science of viscous flow is based on the Navier-Stokes equations, so if
a constant viscosity is assumed, then the Navier-Stokes equations become a poor approxi-
mation for nonisothermal flow of a liquid whose viscosity is temperature-dependent. The
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viscosity of a gas is only moderately temperature-dependent.
The energy equation is derived by applying the first law of thermodynamics to a fluid
in a control volume. The first law of thermodynamics states that the energy of a closed
system is constant, and that the change in internal energy in the closed system is equal to
the amount of heat given to the system minus the amount of work done by the system on its
environment. The total energy of the system, Et, can be written as a sum of the individual
sources of energy of the system, orEt = ρ(e+V 2/2+potential energy+...(other sources)+
...). The time rate of change of the total energy of the system is given by Equation 4.7,
where e is the internal energy per unit mass, ∂Et/∂t is the rate of increase of energy in the
control volume,∇ ·EtV is the rate of total energy lost by convection, ∂Q/∂t is the rate of
heat produced by external sources, ∇ · q is the rate of heat lost by conduction (which can
usually be described by Fourier’s law of heat transfer by conduction, or q = −k∇T ), and
ρf is the work done on the control volume by surface forces,
∂Et
∂t
+∇ · EtV =
∂Q
∂t
−∇ · q + ρf +∇ · (Πij ·V). (4.7)
The mass continuity, momentum, and energy equations constitute the Navier-Stokes
equations that are used by SAM to predict the atmospheric flow in space and time. SAM
is a box-model and uses the Three-Dimensions (3D) (Cartesian) coordinate system. Be-
tween Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.7 in a Cartesian coordinate system, there are five equations
and seven unknown variables. The five equations consist of the continuity equation, the
three wind components (u, v, and w) in the momentum equation, and the energy equa-
tion. The seven unknowns are ρ, p, u, v, w, e, and T . This system of equations requires two
more equations in order to be closed. The method is to establish a relationship between the
thermodynamic variables (p, ρ, T, e) and relate the transport properties (µ, k) to the thermo-
dynamic variables. The state principle of thermodynamics can be used. The state principle
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is where the local thermodynamic state is fixed by any two independent thermodynamic
variables, provided there are no chemical reactions, so that the the ideal gas equation can
be used,
p = ρRT. (4.8)
Also, assume the atmosphere is a calorically perfect gas, which is a gas that has constant
specific heats, or constant specific heat at constant volume e = cvT , constant specific heat
at constant pressure h = cpT , and the ratio of the specific heats is constant γ = cp/cv.
Because p = p(e, ρ), the equations to close the system are





To relate the thermodynamic variables to the transport properties, kinetic theory is used for
















4.3 Navier-Stokes in Tensor Notation
The system of equations has been introduced, and now a more convenient way to write
the equations called tensor notation will be used. The index i, j, and k have values equal
to 1, 2, and 3 representing the x, y, and z Cartesian coordinate values, respectively. If the
index is repeated in a term, then that index’s values should be expanded in a sum. If the
index is alone in the term, then the choice of one of the values distinguishes the coordinate






























4.4 LES modeling of Turbulent Flow
The Navier-Stokes fluid equations have been introduced, and the way in which they
are used in a model will now be described. To do that, first consider the motion within an
atmosphere containing clouds where nonisotropic, disordered motion exists in the system.
Hinze (1975) said that, “Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition of flow in which
the various quantities show a random variation with time and space coordinates so that
statistically distinct average values can be discerned.” If the larger turbulent structures
are assumed to be more irregular and nonisotropic, and the smaller scale structures are
assumed to be nearly isotropic, then the theory of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) can be
used. The theory behind LES modeling is that the large-scale structures of the turbulent
flow in the system are computed directly, but the smaller scale structures of the system are
approximated through a parameterization. The SAM model is based on the theory of LES,
which assumes the largest turbulent eddies, or circular movements of the fluid, are resolved
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in a chosen model grid spacing.
LES theory filters the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain a set of equations that predict
the resolved flow. The space-averaging filtering should be over regions the size of the con-
trol volume. A different, but commonly known, type of filtering is the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) technique, which time-averages the Navier-Stokes equations. A big
difference between the two types of filtering methods is the choice of quantities which are
resolved. RANS cannot resolve time transients in the fluid flow because the filters equa-
tions will only predict a time-averaged wind field. RANS often accurately predicts the
mean flow, but cannot predict complex flow with unsteady features, and it needs signifi-
cantly less computing resources.
The Navier-Stokes equations are filters by assuming the flow, ui, can be written as the
sum of the mean and transient, residual flow. Leonard et al. (1975) developed this idea
by decomposing the flow variables into large, resolved but filtered variables, ui, and the
subgrid residual scales, u′i,
ui = ui + u
′
i. (4.16)
The filtered variable is defined by the convolution integral over the entire flow domain,







































3 = 1. (4.18)
There are many types of filter functions, but the volume-averaged “box” and “top-hat”
filter shown in Equation 4.4 is most frequently used in finite difference and finite volume
calculations (Aldama, 1990). The explicit filter is interpreted as an implicit filter tied to the
numerical resolution of a mesh. This means it becomes the finite-volume discretization of
the flow equations and after discretization, the computed velocity field is a filtered velocity.
The box filter size, ∆, is equal to the grid resolution. The cutoff length is locally applied as
the maximum mesh spacing over three dimensions. The filter function is written as




|xj − x′j| ≤ ∆j/2
0
The decomposition and filtering of Equation 4.16 is applied to all prognostic variables in
the atmospheric equations so that mean variables and residual variables will be predicted
by the LES model, SAM.
In developing the predicative equations in SAM, Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003)
used the anelastic assumption. This is an extension of the incompressible flow assumption,
which assumes that the fluid density, ρ, is not necessarily or absolutely constant. It states










It is assumed that the gradients of the subgrid-scale density and pressure perturbations go




ρui = 0. (4.20)


































The product produced in the advective momentum term (the second term on the left),
produces an term, uiuj , in which the system of equations cannot solve both ui and uiuj . It
can be decomposed into the following equation, where
uiuj = uiuj + (uiuj − uiuj) + (u′iuj + uiu′j) + (u′iu′j), (4.22)
= uiuj + τij.
After the Navier-Stokes equations are filtered to remove small spatial scales, the result
is a set of equations that can describe the evolution of large eddies. The averaged equations
contain stress terms that can be closed through a parameterization, and this subgrid-scale
stress tensor represents the effects of the unresolved small scales. An important difference
in the time averaging technique, RANS, and spatial filtering, LES, is that uiuj 6= uiuj .
The first term in τij is the Leonard stress, the second term is the cross-term stress, and the
third term is the Reynolds stress. Time filtering causes the first two terms to be zero. The
Leonard stress can be computed from the resolved flow, but is difficult with most finite
difference and volume schemes. Its values is usually on the same order as the truncation
error for second-order schemes. It is common for differencing schemes to assume the
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subgrid-scale model accounts for all three terms of τij .
4.5 SAM Model Equations
Following Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003), the equations predicting the dynamic
and thermodynamic properties of the atmospheric flow in SAM are derived from the spa-
tial filtering technique and anelastic assumption described in the sections above. The mass
continuity equation is given by Equation 4.20. The momentum equation and scalar conser-

















































































As stated in Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003), “ui(i = 1, 2, 3) are the resolved wind
components along the Cartesian x, y, and vertical z directions, respectively; ρ is the air
density; p is pressure; hL is the liquid/ice water static energy equal to cpT + gz − Lc(qc +
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qr) − Ls(qi + qs + qg); qT is total nonprecipitating water (water vapor + cloud water +
cloud ice) mixing ratio (= qv + qc + qi = qv + qn); qp is total precipitating water (rain +
snow + graupel) mixing ratio (= qr + qs + qg); f is Coriolis parameter; Ug is prescribed













g is gravitational acceleration; cp is specific heat at constant pressure; Lc and Ls are
latent heat of evaporation and sublimation, respectively; τij is subgrid-scale stress tensor;
FhL , FqT , and Fqp are subgrid-scale scalar fluxes; Pr, Ps, and Pg are rain, snow, and graupel
precipitation fluxes, respectively; the subscript “rad” denotes the tendency due to radiative
heating; “mic” represents the tendency of precipitating water due to conversion of cloud
water/ice and due to evaporation; “l.s.” denotes the prescribed large-scale tendency; the
overbar and prime represent the horizontal mean and perturbation from that mean, respec-
tively.” The constituent species in the total water mixing ratio, qt, will change depending on
the specific microphysics scheme used. The species listed above are specific to the original
microphysics scheme developed for SAM, which was a one-moment scheme. When the
bulk and bin schemes are used, the additional cloud species are summed into the either ice
or water cloud species depending on their state. For example, hail would be summed with
ice, grapple and snow into cloud ice and then used model equations of motion.
4.6 Subgrid-Scale models of Turbulent Flow in LES models
SAM’s equations of fluid motion have been given, and now the subgrid-scale mod-
els will be introduced. In a glance of turbulent motion, the fluid appears to be random
and chaotic. After closer observation, rotational flow structures, turbulent eddies, can be
discerned. These turbulent eddies comprise a large range of sizes and with varying life-
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times. Recall that in the fluid motion the length and time scales vary. The largest eddies
are aligned in the same direction as the mean flow. They are driven by the mean flow and
contain the most turbulent kinetic energy. Their shapes and locations in the total fluid is
anisotropic. The velocity gradient tapering from mean flow causes the largest eddies’s vor-
tex to be stretched. Their rotational movement drives the local fluid surrounding them, and
energy is transferred to the smaller eddies nearby. The same relationship is continued from
the second largest eddy to the next size, et cetera. As the size decreases, they loose the
orientation and directionality of the larger eddies and become isotropic. The viscous forces
begin to remove energy. The large eddies which carry the kinetic energy are not inviscid
processes, but the smallest eddies are dominated by viscous forces. Between the largest
and the smallest is the inertial subrange.
In an LES model that is well-resolved, the unresolved, subgrid-scale features should be
small and carry little to no turbulent kinetic energy. They should be dissipative in nature
and be in the inertial subrange. Tannehill et al. (1997) and Bechmann (2006) have both
asserted that subgrid-scale motion tends to be isotropic and universal. The subgrid-scale
model should mimic the energy drain as seen in viscous, dissipative scales. Some subgrid-
scale models take a Boussinesq approach where the subgrid-scale stresses are assumed to
be a product of the fluid strain and eddy viscosity µT . The turbulent transport of momentum
is akin to molecular transport with the small eddies modeled as molecules, and their char-
acteristic length being similar to the mean-free path. The analogy ends with µT , where µT
contains the properties of the turbulence, not the properties of the fluid (unlike molecular
diffusion).
SAM has three turbulence closure models that will be introduced in the following sub-
sections. The first type is the Smagorinsky-type subgrid-scale turbulence closure model,
which is a first-order scheme. The second of closure model is called a 1.5-order closure
model and is described by Deardorff (1980a). SAM was recently coupled with Cloud Lay-
ers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB), which is a higher-order turbulent parameterization,
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and is the third type of turbulence closure model within SAM.
4.6.1 Smagorinsky Model
The Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model in SAM was originally developed for a model
used in 1963 that was a nine vertical-level general circulation model for the atmosphere.
The model equations of motion in Smagorinsky (1963) were primitive-variable form of the
equations, meaning p, u, v, and w are used, not vorticity or the stream-function approach.
The model equations of motion predict the x-and y-dimensions, and had models for ra-
diation, subgrid-scale vertical and lateral mixing, and condensation. Smagorinsky (1963)
closed the equations of motion for the change in momentum due to the Reynold’s stress and
the change in temperature due to subgrid-scale mixing by defining a mixing length that was
a function of the grid spacing and coarse vertical height. This mixing length, or gradient
diffusion model, assumes isotropic turbulence. The turbulent characteristic length scale, ls,
was given by
ls = Cs∆, (4.28)
where ∆ is the grid resolution and Cs has values ranging from 0.1 - 0.24, depending on the
nature of the fluid. A common value to use is 0.1. The Smagorinsky model does not allow
backscatter, or the idea that dissipative forces give energy back to the larger eddies and is
derived from the assumption that there is relationship between the shear production and the
dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy.
Recalling the subgrid-scale stress tensor in the momentum equation, Equation 4.23, τij
can be represented by
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τij = 2µTSij, (4.29)

















Because Smagorinsky (1963) used primitive equations, there were no unresolved, per-
turbation terms that resulted from the LES filtering. This is the Smagorinsky-type closure
that is described in Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003). SAM’s model equations are filtered
equations, so additional relationships are needed to close the eddy correlation terms. The
next section describes those relationships to close the equations.
4.6.2 1.5-Turbulent Kinetic Energy Model
Deardorff (1980a) developed a 3D model to analyze, resolve, and predict turbulence
and entrainment in stratocumulus-capped mixed layers. In this development, resolved and
subgrid-scale terms appear in the momentum and temperature equations, and the subgrid-

















′ + p′/ρ0)]− ε, (4.32)
(4.33)
where e′ ≡ (u′2 + v′2 + w′2)/2 and ε is the rate of dissipation within the grid volume.
The first term is the energy storage, the second term is turbulent energy transport, the
third term is shear production, the fourth term is buoyancy production, the fifth term is a























′ + p/ρ) =− 2Km∂E/∂xi, (4.38)
where Km is the subgrid scale eddy coefficient for momentum, Kh is the subgrid eddy
coefficient for scalar quantities, and A and B are approximately constants given by
A =1 + 0.61qw, (4.39)
B =0.61, (4.40)
in unsaturated air, and
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in saturated air where R is the gas constant for air, qs is the saturation specific humidity,
qw = q + ql is the total specific humidity, θl is the liquid water potential temperature, θ
is the potential temperature, L is the latent heat of vaporization, cp is the specific heat at
constant pressure, and T is the absolute temperature.





Kh =(1 + 2l/∆s)Km, (4.45)
where ∆s = (∆x·∆y ·∆z)1/3. The subgrid-scale mixing length, l, is required not to exceed
the grid scale, ∆s in magnitude. It is possible for l = ∆z for stable regions containing
negative buoyancy, otherwise
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The final relationship needed to close Equation 4.33 to close the equations of motion is




where C = 0.19 + 0.51l/∆s.
The TKE is calculated in SAM using these equations, and the relationships containing
the subgrid-scale eddy coefficients are used to close the equations to predict fluid motion
for diffusion and then for the next time step. A drawback of the 1.5-TKE scheme is its
reliance on specifying the length scale, which changes according to the atmospheric state.
4.6.3 CLUBB Model
The subgrid-scale models developed by Smagorinsky (1963) for a global climate model
(GCM) and Deardorff (1980a) for a boundary-layer cloud modeled in a Cloud Resolv-
ing Model (CRM) were presented. These two subgrid-scale turbulence models have been
used in many types of atmospheric models. Over the decades of their use, they have both
shown fidelity in simulating atmospheric processes. Recently, a new, higher-order turbu-
lence parameterization called CLUBB was developed with the purpose that it could be used
to model the subgrid-scale turbulence for all cloud types and grid resolutions. This section
introduces CLUBB then evaluates its performance in modeling AMPS.
Recollect that to predict the fluid motion in time, the Navier-Stokes equations are fil-
tered by means of LES spatial filtering. After filtering the equations, resolved, mean-flow
variables and perturbed correlated variables are predicted in space and time. First-order
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perturbation variables are derived from filtering the Navier-Stokes equations once. Second-
order perturbation variables are derived by subtracting the first-order equations from the un-
filtered equations. Higher-order terms can be generated in the same way. CLUBB predicts
the mean flow, first-order, and second-order variables.
The third-order terms are calculated with a statistical Probability Distribution Function
(PDF) method. The PDF method is applied as follows in Figure 4.1, which is reproduced
from a presentation given by V. Larson, circa 2005. In a CLUBB time step, the first-order
term represents the mean, which is predicted by the numerical model. The second-order
terms are advanced by integrating the PDF which finds the third-order moments. The
family of PDFsare chosen to be Gaussian and quasi-normal so that odd-ordered moments
do not vanish (Golaz et al., 2002; Larson et al., 2002). For the moments or correlations of







(w − w)l(θl − θl)m(qt − qt)n × P (w, θl, qt) dw dθl dqt, (4.48)
where w is the vertical velocity, θl is the liquid water potential temperature, qt is the total
specific water content, P (w, θl, qt) is a joint PDF, l, m, and n are positive integers denoting
the order of the moment. Because the PDF is a double Gaussian family, the solution is
analytical and an equation consisting of the product of the widths, locations, and mean
values of the variables is produced. This is written in Figure 4.1 as PDF = G1 + G2.
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Figure 4.1: Credit: Diagram showing the algorithm of CLUBB used to close the higher-
order moments and the prognostic equations. Within every CLUBB time step, the double
Gaussian PDF is found for the higher order moments by integrating the PDF. The solution
to the integral is analytical, as denoted by the sum of G1 and G2, which are functions
of the mean value and widths of the PDF. This sum is the solution to the higher-order
terms, which are then used to close the prognostic equations for the mean and second-order
moments. The algorithm is performed in every grid box at every time step. This figure
is replicated from the powerpoint created by V. Larson, circa 2005, which describes the
published work of Golaz et al. (2002); Larson et al. (2002).
The second-order horizontal winds, u′w′ and v′w′, are closed with a downgradient
diffusion approach, i.e., u′iw′ = −Km∂ui/∂z. As in the 1.5-TKE method of Deardorff
(1980a), this gradient is proportional to ∆, the grid size. In addition, the second- and third-
order prognostic equations of the product of vertical velocity and thermodynamic variables
closed from the joint PDF contain dissipation terms. Each of these dissipation terms are
functions of an eddy length scale (Golaz et al., 2002). The eddy length scale is calcu-
lated from the idea that a given parcel’s buoyancy within the vertical column will vertically
rise displaced by a certain distance based on its initial kinetic energy. Limits are set on
the length scale for numerical instability, and the maximum value of the length scale in
CLUBB can be 1/4 ∆. Table 4.1 presents a list of calculated quantities from the filtered
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Navier-Stokes equations and compares which quantities are calculated by either using or
not using CLUBB.
Table 4.1: A summary of the differences in calculated quantities between the 1.5-TKE
scheme and CLUBB.
Calculated Quantities No CLUBB CLUBB
Mean Flow × ×
Turbulent Energy × ×
2nd-order Fluxes × ×
3rd-order Fluxes ×
Max Subgrid-Scale Length Scale ∆x 1/4 ∆x
4.7 Experiment design
The Smagorinsky, 1.5-TKE, and CLUBB models are used in SAM to see the differences
in turbulence modeling schemes on the mixed-phase cloud structure. The same model set-
up was used in this turbulence comparison as in the microphysics comparison in Chapter
III. CLUBBv1.18 was used in SAM, and modifications to SAM to use CLUBB were made
by the CLUBB development team. Appendix ?? contains the flow chart of how these
models were used in SAM. CLUBB was called every dynamical time step, or every ∆tdyn
= 2 s.
4.8 Results and Discussion
4.8.1 Results with CLUBB and without CLUBB using the Bulk Microphysics
Figure 4.2 shows the time-height simulated cloud using SAM with and without CLUBB.
The bulk without (left panels) and with (right panels) CLUBB are shown in Figure 4.2. The
cloud liquid mass mixing ratio is shown in the top set of contoured plots followed by the
liquid number concentration, the ice mass mixing ratio, and the ice concentration.
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the averaged cloud profiles of liquid and ice masses and concen-
tration from the SAM without CLUBB (left) and SAM-CLUBB (right) with bulk micro-
physics from the 24 hour simulation period.
The effect of CLUBB with the bulk microphysics on the cloud properties is significant.
The domain-averaged liquid water mass produced with CLUBB starts with a larger cloud
depth than without CLUBB in the first few timesteps. The liquid cloud top begins to de-
crease, and the liquid mass of the cloud decreases and eventually dissipates just over 12
hours into the simulation. The cloud liquid is zero for about five hours until surface fluxes
of water vapor begin to condense and cause a condensed layer at the surface. The ice mass
mixing ratio is depleted as well. The magnitude of the ice number concentration has a
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nearly constant value, and the height at which ice crystals exists decreases over time.
The loss of liquid without an increase in ice suggests a rehumidification of the atmo-
spheric layer from the liquid being converted to vapor. The loss of liquid decreases the
longwave cooling at cloud top. Figure 4.3 shows profiles of the temperature and water va-
por mixing ratio, qv, at four points in time during the cloud’s simulation. At 117.8 UTC,
about 2 hours into the simulation, the bulk microphysics without CLUBB has a temperature
inversion of 4°K just below 1000 m. The inversion is maintained and increases to a 6°K as
the cloud top and the liquid layer increases in Figure 4.3a. The water vapor profiles show
a loss of water vapor at cloud top and above the cloud, but with an increase of water vapor
below cloud in Figure 4.3c. The temperature profiles of the CLUBB cloud are initially the
same magnitude as the no-CLUBB cloud in Figure 4.3b. As the cloud top height decreases
and the liquid evaporates, the size of the inversion decreases. In Figure 4.3d, the water
vapor increases at 100 m, which is the source of the low-level condensation later at 118.4
UTC.
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Figure 4.3: Profiles of the domain-averaged temperature (top, (a) and (b)) and water vapor
mixing ratio, qv, (bottom, (c) and (d)) for 3D bulk without CLUBB (left, (a) and (c)) and
bulk with CLUBB (right, (b) and (d)). The profiles are given at four points in time during
the simulations: 117.6 UTC in blue, 117.8 UTC in green, 118.0 UTC in red, and 118.2
UTC in turquoise.
The magnitude of the vertical velocity is the cause of the liquid water depletion in the
cloud when CLUBB is used. The cooling rate of an ascending air parcel is proportional to
the magnitude of the vertical velocity. Because the rate at which the parcel cools determines
its supersaturation with respect to the environment, a larger vertical velocity updraft causes
higher supersaturations with more liquid water formed in the parcel. Figure 4.4 shows the
maximum vertical velocity in the entire domain in the 3D simulations of the bulk micro-
physics with and without CLUBB over the simulated 24 hours. The maximum vertical
velocity in the cloud without CLUBB increases from 0.25 m/s to about 2.5 m/s within the
first few hours. The magnitude of the maximum vertical velocity is held between about
2 m/s and 3 m/s throughout the simulated period. In contrast to the simulation that uses
CLUBB, the magnitude of the maximum vertical velocity slowly decreases. A positive
feedback is established between the maintained liquid water and with the maximum verti-
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cal velocity in the cloud when CLUBB is used. The lack of buoyant parcels with energetic
vertical velocities showed that CLUBB cannot lift parcels to saturation and condensation.
(a) Bulk without CLUBB (b) Bulk with CLUBB
Figure 4.4: The maximum vertical velocity (m/s) in the 3D domain plotted as a function of
simulated time for (a) bulk microphysics without CLUBBand (b) bulk microphysics with
CLUBB.
Another indication of how CLUBB is affecting the structure of the AMPS is from the
vertical velocity skewness. Vertical velocity skewness, Skw, is given by
Skw = w′3/w′2
3/2, (4.49)
where w′ is the fluctuation from the mean vertical wind, w′3 is the triple correlation, and
w′3 is the variance. In the prognostic equation for w′2, the vertical transport of w′2 by
the turbulence is represented by the triple correlation, w′3. When w′3 is positive, both w′2
and TKE are transported upwards (Bougeault, 1981; Bougeault and Andre, 1986; Golaz
et al., 2002; Hogan et al., 2009). When the turbulence is generated at the top of the mixed
layer due to cooling from above, TKE increases with height and is transported downwards.
The energy is dissipated into heat, and the downdrafts should be more intense than the
updrafts. The skewness would also be negative. Hogan et al. (2009) observed this scenario
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in nocturnal stratocumulus where the turbulence is driven by cloud-top radiative cooling
and the vertical velocity skewness was negative.
In the AMPS, the vertical velocity skewness, Skw, is shown for the bulk microphysics
with and without CLUBB in Figure 4.5. When CLUBB is not used, Skw is shown to
increase from about −3.0 to 2.4 at the cloud top. When the time is about 118.0, the peak
solar insolation occurs. This causes turbulent energy to be created at the surface from heat
fluxes and transported vertically upwards. The buoyant parcels are dry compared to the
air above because there is no source of water vapor at the surface. Instead of causing the
vertical extent of the cloud to increase, the increase in TKE from the surface evaporates
the liquid condensate because entrains dry air into the cloud. The cloud recovers as the
solar insolation decreases, and the Skw returns to being negative in the boundary layer.
The AMPS cloud produced with CLUBB shows negative Skw in the boundary layer and
a positive Skw at the cloud top height. Above the cloud, the Skw is not definitely positive
in both the simulations. These near-zero values from 1.5 kilometer upwards show TKE in
this part of the domain and is dissipated in the space above the cloud.
Figure 4.5: The vertical velocity skewness in the 3D domain plotted as a function of
simulated time for bulk microphysics without CLUBB (left) and bulk microphysics with
CLUBB (right).
As seen in the contoured plots of Figure 4.5, the values of the Skw at a given time
change significantly. The domain-mean of Skw is shown in Figure 4.6 can summarize the
time-height contoured plots. The vertical velocity skewness begins with negative values in
the cloud produced with CLUBB, but after the cloud completely disappears at time 118.0,
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the skewness values increase and become positive. This is due to the turbulent energy
produced from the latent heat released as the condensed layer is formed at the surface
towards the end of the 24 hours. The cloud produced without CLUBB has, on average,
negative Skw. The skewness begins to increase as the solar insolation maximizes, but
returns to values near Skw = −0.40.
Figure 4.6: The domain-mean vertical velocity skewness in the 3D domain plotted as a
function of simulated time for bulk microphysics without CLUBB (blue) and bulk micro-
physics with CLUBB (black).
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the TKE and subgrid-scale TKE, respectively, produced in
the AMPS cloud simulations with and without CLUBB. In the cloud produced without
CLUBB, the TKE increases with height to a maximum at the cloud top height level near
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1 kilometer. The subgrid-scale TKE also increases with height to 1 kilometer. There is no
predicted subgrid-scale TKE above the cloud top. However, above the cloud top height at 1
kilometer, the resolved TKE quickly decreases in magnitude showing energy is dissipated
as heat into the the atmosphere above 1 kilometer. This signals the simulated cloud is driven
by longwave cooling, and the temperature inversion is formed from the energy dissipation
at the cloud top. In the cloud produced with CLUBB, the maximum value of the resolved
TKE at cloud top height near 1 kilometer is about 25% less than the maximum resolved
TKE value. The amount of TKE that is vertically advected above the cloud top is less
when CLUBB is used than when it is not. This explains why the temperature inversion
in the CLUBB cloud is not as large as the no-CLUBB inversion. The magnitude of the
unresolved, subgrid-scale TKE with CLUBB in Figure 4.8 is also smaller than the no-
CLUBB cloud.
Figure 4.7: The turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2) in the 3D domain plotted as a function of
simulated time for bulk microphysics without CLUBB (left) and bulk microphysics with
CLUBB (right).
Figure 4.8: The subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2) in the 3D domain plotted
as a function of simulated time for bulk microphysics without CLUBB (left) and bulk
microphysics with CLUBB (right).
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In summary, the sign of the vertical velocity skewness indicated the magnitudes of the
resolved and unresolved TKE were not as large in the cloud produced with CLUBB com-
pared with the simulation of the cloud produced without CLUBB. This is explained in the
differences in the dissipation rate. The turbulent energy and the unresolved, modeled vari-
ables are functions of a dissipation parameter. This dissipation rate parameter is inversely
proportional to a chosen length scale - mixing length, which is a function of the grid spac-
ing. In CLUBB, the length scale is one-quarter of the size of the 1.5-TKE length scale.
With a smaller length scale, the dissipation rates in CLUBB are larger, resulting in smaller
values of TKE.
4.8.2 Results with CLUBB and without CLUBB using the Bin Microphysics
The Spectral Bin Microphysics without (left panels) and with (right panels) CLUBB are
shown in Figure 4.9. The SBM microphysics with CLUBB shown in Figure 4.9 does not
show the same effect with using CLUBB as the bulk does. The SBM is not coupled to the
CLUBB the same way the bulk is. In the bulk scheme with CLUBB, the hydrometeors are
scaled by a cloud fraction value, and hole-filling routine is applied for positive-assuredness.
This scaling is not applied in the SBM with CLUBB. Therefore, there is less interaction
with CLUBB and with the cloud species within the SBM microphysics parameterization.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the averaged cloud profiles of liquid and ice masses and concen-
tration from the SAM without CLUBB (left) and SAM-CLUBB (right) with SBM micro-
physics from the 24 hour simulation period.
4.8.3 Differences in Two and Three Dimensions
Due to the computational expense of a cloud-solving LES with increasingly complex
parameterizations, the dimensional configuration of the model domain was explored as a
possible means to achieve accurate AMPS cloud simulations in a less time-intensive man-
ner. The change to the cloud macrophysical and microphysical properties are negligible
when the dimensionality is reduced from 3D to Two-Dimensions (2D). Figure 4.10 shows
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the cloud produced with bulk microphysics and 1.5-TKE. The 3D plots have smoother fea-
tures due to the increased number of grid points that have been averaged. The magnitudes
of the liquid and ice hydrometeors are comparable between the 2D and 3D. Figure 4.11
shows the effect on the cloud when the dimensionality is change with CLUBB. The liquid
layer continues to be depleted.
Figure 4.10: Domain-averaged profiles with respect to time for the 2D bulk without
CLUBB (left) and 3D bulk without CLUBB (right) model configurations. Sets of four
contour plots are shown for each cloud. The top plot in each set is the cloud liquid mass
mixing ratio, followed by the cloud liquid number concentration, the ice mass mixing ratio,
and the ice number concentration at the bottom of each set of contoured plot.
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Figure 4.11: Domain-averaged profiles with respect to time for the 2D bulk with CLUBB
(left) and 3D bulk with CLUBB (right) model configurations. Sets of four contour plots
are shown for each cloud. The top plot in each set is the cloud liquid mass mixing ratio,
followed by the cloud liquid number concentration, the ice mass mixing ratio, and the ice
number concentration at the bottom of each set of contoured plot.
4.8.4 Sensitivity tests 1.5-TKE, and CLUBB to changes in the horizontal grids
Sensitivity test were executed with the bulk microphysics in 2D with and without
CLUBB with increasing horizontal grid spacing. Figure 4.12 shows the use of CLUBB
compared to without CLUBB for the ∆x equal to 100 m, 2 km, and 10 km. CLUBB looks
more suited to be used in larger horizontal grid boxes.
The variability of w is much less in CLUBB. CLUBB is meant for larger grid boxes,
where dissipation occurs. At ∆x = 0.1 km, the cloud begins to dissipate. The liquid layer
begins to decrease, slowly. At ∆x = 2 km, the cloud produced appeared to be in the most
steady-state condition. At ∆x = 10 km, the cloud decayed but overall depth didn’t decrease
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that much. The cloud didn’t die. With no CLUBB at this same grid resolution, the cloud
top keeps growing without regard to size of domain.
Liquid Mass Mixing Ratio (g/kg)
Liquid Number Concentration (cm-3)
Frozen Mass Mixing Ratio (g/kg)







                           0.1 km                                 2 km                                  10 km  
            no CLUBB      CLUBB       no CLUBB     CLUBB       no CLUBB       CLUBB
Figure 4.12: Simulations using bulk microphysics with and without CLUBB for increasing
horizontal grid spacing for ∆x equal to 100 m, 2 km, and 10 km.
4.8.5 Sensitivity Tests with No Subgrid-Scale Turbulence
Figure 4.13 below shows cloud motion with subgrid-scale turned off, and characteristics
of that cloud and CLUBB cloud are similar: tendency for liquid layer to decrease and a lack
of liquid depletes ice. Turbulent mixing within the cloud replenishes the droplet population.
So even at these resolutions, it is seen that the subgrid-scale model’s purpose is to predict
motion, turbulence, and how buoyant parcels are accelerating upwards. The magnitude of
the vertical velocity values predicted by CLUBB need to be greater. CLUBB is either too
dissipative, or CLUBB is not active enough.
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Figure 4.13: Simulations using bulk microphysics with the 1.5-TKE scheme (left panels)
and without using a subgrid-scale turbulence scheme (right panels).
4.8.6 Sensitivity Tests with CLUBB and the Time Step
Even when using the CLUBB parameterization, the subgrid scale turbulent kinetic en-
ergy uses the Deardorff (1980a) closure for the first order terms. CLUBB predicts higher-
order moments, which provide new information to the mean flow. We seek a way to test
the influence of CLUBB without altering its internal tuning parameters and established
customizations with SAM and the bulk microphysics. Sensitivity tests were performed
with the bulk CLUBB simulations by increasing the time between dynamical time steps
that CLUBB was called. Figure 4.14 shows the clouds produced by decreasing the usage
of CLUBB 5×, 10×, and 20×, or every 10 s, 20 s, and 40 s, respectively. Generally, as
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the frequency of CLUBB usage increases, the amount of ice and liquid contained in the
cloud decreases. Less change is seen between the clouds that are called at 5×, 10×, and
20× the original frequency. A strikingly large change occurs at 5×. The cloud is main-
tained, and a liquid layer prevails for the 24 hour simulation period. Although the cloud
exists for this time period, if the simulation was carried forward another day, the cloud
top would decrease, the liquid layer would dissipate, and there would be an AMPS cloud
death. Essentially, using CLUBB more frequently has the affect of causing cloud death
more quickly. The depth of the liquid layer is larger for a longer period of time as CLUBB
is called less often. The cloud death here is related to the cloud top height. All the CLUBB
clouds have a step-like decreasing pattern approximately every 5 hours which corresponds
to the level spacing in the model’s vertical resolution. For this AMPS cloud, CLUBB is
causing the cloud top height to decrease by a 40 m approximately every 5 hours.
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(a) Bulk with CLUBB used every 2 s. (b) Bulk with CLUBB used every 10 s.
(c) Bulk with CLUBB used every 20 s. (d) Bulk with CLUBB used every 40 s.
Figure 4.14: Domain-averaged profiles with respect to time for the 3D bulk with CLUBB
configuration. Sets of four contour plots are shown for each cloud. The top plot in each set
is the cloud liquid mass mixing ratio, followed by the cloud liquid number concentration,
the ice mass mixing ratio, and the ice number concentration at the bottom of each set of
contoured plot. The plots show CLUBB being used with less frequency. Plot (a) is the
baseline cloud also shown in Figure 4.2 where CLUBB is used every dynamic time step,
(b) is the uses CLUBB every fifth dynamic time step or every 10 simulated seconds, (c)
uses CLUBB every 20 seconds, and (d) uses CLUBB every 40 seconds.
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4.8.7 Comparison with Observations
Profiles of the averaged liquid and frozen mass concentrations and number concentra-
tions from the SAM simulations are compared with averaged ISDAC flight 31 measure-
ments in Figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18. Both 2D and 3D results are shown with the
bulk and SBM microphysics with and without CLUBB. As with the SBM and bulk com-
parison in Chapter III, the average liquid mass and number concentrations achieve a closer
match to the averaged observations than the frozen mass and number concentrations in
every model configuration.
The 3D bulk microphysics with and without CLUBB shown in Figure 4.15 reflects the
contour plots previously shown. The liquid water mass mixing ratio is under predicted com-
pared to the observations. The development of a second maximum at 200 meters reflects
the low condensed material above the surface at 118.4 UTC. The ice number concentration
over predicts the observations, and the mass concentration is an order of magnitude less
than the observed.
Although the 2D bulk microphysics with and without CLUBB shown in Figure 4.16
falls within the first and second standard deviations of the measurement values, time means
are not always indicative of model performance. Recall that in Figure 4.11, the 2D cloud
with CLUBB did not exist for 24 hours. The second maximum at 200 m is missing here,
reflecting what was presented in the Figure 4.11. The overall patterns of the liquid and ice
hydrometeors show little change in changing dimensionality, however the cloud top height
increases, and the ice number concentration sedimentation increases.
The 3D SBM microphysics with and without CLUBB is shown in Figure 4.17, and the
2D configuration is shown in Figure 4.18. The cloud profiles from the 3D configuration
fall within the measurement’s variability. The modeled ice mass mixing ratio is also sim-
ilar to the measured ice mass mixing ratio, but the mass is under predicted from 800 m
downwards. The ice number concentration is over-predicted. There is not much difference
between the no CLUBB and CLUBB, and the profiles mostly overlay each other. This is
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due to the independent operation of the two parameterizations, SBM and CLUBB, within
SAM. The ice number concentration with the CLUBB is 0.00005 cm−3 greater from the
surface to 200 m. The reason for this difference is attributed to CLUBB’s internal hole-
filling and positive assuredness routines for the liquid and vapor, which indirectly affects
ice values. The top of the liquid layer in the 2D is greater than the observations, and the
base of the the liquid layer is shifted upwards also. The same relationship between no
CLUBB and with CLUBB in 2D and 3D is seen. The ice number concentration is greater
over a larger depth with CLUBB, from the surface to 600 m.
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3D Bulk no CLUBB vs. CLUBB Ice Water Mixing Ratio
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Figure 4.15: Cloud profiles from the bulk without CLUBB (blue lines) and with CLUBB
(red lines). These plots are the average from the 3D-domain and 24-hour simulation pe-
riod. The black dots are mean values from the measurements taken by the aircraft in the
cloud on 26 April 2008. The light grey shading is two-times the standard deviation from
the mean, and the darker grey shading is the standard deviation from the mean of the in
situ measurements. Shown are total masses and number concentrations of the liquid and
frozen hydrometeors. (a) Total liquid mass mixing ratio (g/kg), (b) Total liquid number
concentration (cm−3), (c) Total frozen mass mixing ratio (g/kg), and (d) total ice number
concentration (cm−3).
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Figure 4.16: Cloud profiles from the bulk without CLUBB (blue lines) and with CLUBB
(red lines). These plots are the average from the 2D-domain and 24-hour simulation pe-
riod. The black dots are mean values from the measurements taken by the aircraft in the
cloud on 26 April 2008. The light grey shading is two-times the standard deviation from
the mean, and the darker grey shading is the standard deviation from the mean of the in
situ measurements. Shown are total masses and number concentrations of the liquid and
frozen hydrometeors. (a) Total liquid mass mixing ratio (g/kg), (b) Total liquid number
concentration (cm−3), (c) Total frozen mass mixing ratio (g/kg), and (d) total ice number
concentration (cm−3).
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Figure 4.17: Cloud profiles from the SBM microphysics without CLUBB (green lines) and
with CLUBB (red lines). These plots are the average from the 3D-domain and 24-hour
simulation period. The black dots are mean values from the measurements taken by the
aircraft in the cloud on 26 April 2008. The light grey shading is two-times the standard
deviation from the mean, and the darker grey shading is the standard deviation from the
mean of the in situ measurements. Shown are total masses and number concentrations
of the liquid and frozen hydrometeors. (a) Total liquid mass mixing ratio (g/kg), (b) Total
liquid number concentration (cm−3), (c) Total frozen mass mixing ratio (g/kg), and (d) total
ice number concentration (cm−3).
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Figure 4.18: Cloud profiles from the SBM microphysics without CLUBB (green lines) and
with CLUBB (red lines). These plots are the average from the 2D-domain and 24-hour
simulation period. The black dots are mean values from the measurements taken by the
aircraft in the cloud on 26 April 2008. The light grey shading is two-times the standard
deviation from the mean, and the darker grey shading is the standard deviation from the
mean of the in situ measurements. Shown are total masses and number concentrations
of the liquid and frozen hydrometeors. (a) Total liquid mass mixing ratio (g/kg), (b) Total
liquid number concentration (cm−3), (c) Total frozen mass mixing ratio (g/kg), and (d) total
ice number concentration (cm−3).
4.9 Discussion and Summary
CLUBB’s trademark ability is to provide a unified subgrid scale closure for a many
cloud types. The closure method used by CLUBB has been tuned to observations to
match a variety of cloud schemes (Golaz et al., 2002), so re-adjusting parameters within
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CLUBB for this specific case would defeat CLUBB’s purpose of being a unified subgrid-
scale! (subgrid-scale!) turbulent closure scheme. Similar to what was found in the results
presented here, Golaz et al. (2002) used CLUBB in a one-dimensional model to simulate
a variety of cloud types including a nocturnal stratocumulus. The cloud statistics produced
by CLUBB in Golaz et al. (2002)’s simulations were found to be less well-mixed with
smaller entrainment rates, cloud fraction values, and an underestimated cloud base and top
compared to a 1.5-TKE closure scheme. The inversion was also more smooth with a lower
starting height. Essentially, the cloud microphysical values that were predicted by CLUBB
were found to be systematically low when compared to a 1.5-TKE closure scheme in that
study. The conclusions reached by Golaz et al. (2002)are similar to the 3D and 2D AMPS
clouds produced by CLUBB and the bulk microphysics in this research.
A solution to CLUBB’s cloud representation shortcomings were made by applying it to
the cloud less frequently to see the effect it would have on the inversion and liquid cloud
layer. This was found to only delay the effect that CLUBB has on the evolution of the
cloud. There should be another way to increase the mixing through the second and third
order moments of vertical velocity, w′2 and w′3. The scaling of the microphysics by the
cloud fraction and the absence of ice in CLUBB are concerning. These could be topics of
future research.
It was concluded that for CRM-type simulations at these grid spacings for an AMPS
the subgrid-scale turbulence is resolved well-enough to not need CLUBB. As the grid
spacing increases and the subgrid-scale turbulence is not represented, CLUBB is needed to
parameterize the energy-transfer between the largest resolved structures in the fluid and the
dissipative scale. This would be on the order of at least a kilometer-sized grid spacing. For
simulating AMPS with grid spacings of 10 km, the use of CLUBB shows a steady-state
cloud is not maintained.
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CHAPTER V
Summary of Microphysics and Turbulence
Parameterizations
5.1 Comparisons of the Microphysics and the Turbulence Parameter-
izations
A summary is given on the impact of the different microphysics and subgrid scale tur-
bulence packages on simulating the Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS). The four
parameterizations can be compared directly with each other. Figure 5.1 shows the Three-
Dimensions (3D) System for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2 (SAM) model results with
bulk-noCloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB), Spectral Bin Microphysics (SBM)-
noCLUBB, bulk-CLUBB, and SBM-CLUBB for the domain mean profiles of liquid and
ice mass and concentrations in time.
These are all idealized, steady-state simulations of a cloud, and the state-of-the art
SBM model produced the steady-state solution. The SBM cloud top and cloud depth did
not change by more than 5%, which amounts to approximately one model level of ∆z =
40m, regardless of the configuration used (Two-Dimensions (2D), 3D, and SBM-CLUBB).
The bulk microphysics scheme is well regarded and has been shown to be robust under
many cloud types and environments. However, changes in the turbulence closure package
significantly altered the cloud. The CLUBB’s activity within the bulk microphysics is more
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invasive than in the SBM. It was found that changing the subgrid scale turbulence package
has more of an influence on the macrophysical properties of the cloud (i.e., cloud lifetime
and extent) than changing the microphysics packages.
5.2 Comparisons with known properties of Arctic Mixed-Phase Clouds
The decrease in water vapor at cloud top can cause a potentially unstable inversion as in
a subtropical single layer stratocumulus (Deardorff , 1980b; Randall, 1980; Solomon et al.,
2011). When the vertical gradient of equivalent potential temperature, θe, is positive, the
boundary layer is stable, inhibiting vertical mixing and cloud formation. The equivalent













where T is the temperature of the air at a pressure p, p is the pressure of the air in
mbar, p0 is the standard reference pressure equal to 1000 mbar, Lv is a constant called
the latent heat of evaporation in (kJ/(kg K), cp is the specific heat capacity of dry air at
constant pressure equal to 1004 J/(kg K), and Rd is the specific gas constant for air equal
to 287 J/(kg K). Equation 6.8 shows θe is proportional to the water vapor mixing ratio,
and an increasing qv with heightcan create a stable layer preventing cloud development
or ensuring cloud death. The rate of the water vapor mixing ratio decreasing in height





















































































































Death of an Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus Cloud
6.1 Introduction
The reasons behind the persistence of Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus is an open sci-
entific question. The co-location of liquid and ice for several days in the stratocumuli sug-
gest many other processes including radiative, turbulent, microphysical, and environmental
aspects of the cloud work in concert to maintain its structure. For instance, Harrington
et al. (1999) found stability of transition season mixed-phased cloud is dependent upon
temperature, ice concentration, habit of ice crystals, and most strongly the concentration of
ice nuclei (IN). Fan et al. (2009a) investigates ice nuclei recycling and ice nucleation path-
ways as mechanisms to maintain the cloud. Ovchinnikov et al. (2011) links microphysical
properties to cloud dynamics and stability. Solomon et al. (2011) looks at moisture budgets
and buoyancy to understand the cloud persistence. Morrison et al. (2012) reviews the vari-
ous mechanisms and pathways that have been previously studied to explain the persistence
of the Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS). They argue that the difference between
having a clear Arctic sky and cloud cover is related to changes in the large-scale environ-
ment. Detailed observations and measurements of the clouds have begun to be compiled as
interest is directed at knowing the sensitivity of the Arctic sea ice to large-scale changes.
The near-impossible task of having a statistically significant number of clouds in a vari-
ety of states to inform models that could make projections of the future atmospheric state
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would require observations for many decades. Assuming the knowledge is needed in the
near time-frame, we turn to cloud resolving models to be the surrogate for reality and test
proposed changes in the environment to assess the effect on AMPS.
The number and range of dynamic, thermodynamic, and microphysical variables that
change from a clear Arctic sky to a cloudy Arctic sky are large. Examination of the sensi-
tivity of model output to changes in these variables is typically performed by varying one
at a time, holding the others constant. The one variable’s value would be changed incre-
mentally. All the values of the variable would be tested in the numerical model. After a
single variable’s range was simulated, another variable’s range would be tested the same
way while all other variables would be held constant. Using the state-of-the-art Spectral
Bin Microphysics (SBM) microphysics in a 3D domain for one of those sensitivity analysis
simulations would take a very long time to produce results and show the sensitivity of of
the cloud to a changing environment. In order to perform the sensitivity analysis, a less
expensive model is necessary. It is necessary to assume that changes made to the modeled
cloud environment and the effect on the AMPS would be reflective of a real-world change
to the cloud in the same changes to the environment. Thus, the model configuration should
show good agreement between the modeled and measured microphysical structure of the
cloud. From the different model configurations presented in the previous chapters, the bulk
microphysics without Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) in 2D would be a
good model configuration to use in an AMPS sensitivity analysis because it can model the
cloud in the quickest amount of time with the highest fidelity.
To test the large parameter space that influences the persistence of a mixed phase cloud,
we turn to engineering optimization algorithms that can quickly absorb tens of variables
that need thousands of increments of change. The idealogical problem to solve is a failure
mode problem: under which environmental conditions does the AMPS die?
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6.1.1 DAKOTA and Latin Hypercube Sampling
A freely available software package, Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Teras-
cale Applications (DAKOTA), supported by Sandia National Laboratories, can direct this
parameter study. DAKOTA has numerous capabilities including optimization tests, uncer-
tainty quantification, and sensitivity analysis (Adams et al., 2009). DAKOTA has been used
for parameter and error estimation in other geophysical models. Larour et al. (2012) esti-
mated error propagation from inputs to outputs in a sea ice model. Peterson et al. (2010)
performed a sensitivity analysis (SA) on a set of ten dynamic and thermodynamic variables
common to a pair of sea ice models that were being compared. DAKOTA is used in this
study is to quantify the sensitivity of the cloud to changes in the environmental variable.
There are a variety of SA analysis techniques that can be used to explore a variable
space. Here, the Latin-Hypercube Sample (LHS) technique will be used. An example of
LHS for a variable range is shown in Figure 6.1 Consider two input variables, x1 and x2,
that have ranges of [0, 1]. In this example of LHS, four unique values, or four segments,
are chosen to be used from each of the variables. These segments do not have to be equally
spaced within the variable range but are for this research and in this example. It is also
assumed the variables are not independently varying, so because there are two variables
and four values from each of the variables will be used, then the model will need to be
executed 24 times for each of the variable input values. One can see that if executing
the model is computationally expensive, the number of variables increases, or the number
of segments in the variables’ range increases, then the total number of model executions
increases exponentially. The technique of LHS can be applied to this example because
it is an efficient way to explore a large parameter space and reduce the number of model
executions.
To implement LHS, first identify the variables and their ranges, then choose how and in
what way the variable ranges should be partitioned. Finally, one cell is randomly selected
from the matrix of rows and columns that comprise the variables’ ranges, as in Figure
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6.1. A value within that cell is chosen, and then the row and column that the cell exists is
eliminated from the remaining space to be sampled again. The remaining space is sampled
with another random cell chosen, then a value within that the cell is assigned, and then the
row and column from the coordinates of the second cell is eliminated from the remainder
of the space. This process is repeated until each row and each column has only one value.
This is seen in Figure 6.1. The variable range of x1 and x2 is partitioned into four equal






Figure 6.1: Two-variable, four-segment example of Latin Hypercube Sampling
6.2 Experiment design
Similar to the example of LHS previously described, the DAKOTA’s technique of LHS
was used to test the sensitivity of the AMPS cloud to changes in its environment with
System for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2 (SAM). Eleven variables comprising initial
and boundary conditions describing the AMPS’s environment were selected to perturb and
initialize SAM. Table 6.2 has the ranges and initial points for these variables that were
used in this LHS study. The initial point values listed in Table 6.2 are the values used in
the baseline simulations. (The baseline simulation results are the results of SAM’s AMPS
in Chapters III and IV with the bulk microphysics, 1.5-Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE)
turbulence parameterization, Two-Dimensions (2D) with 100 m horizontal grid spacing.)
The first set of LHS simulations used parameter ranges that were within±10% of the initial
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point values. Following the ±10% perturbation study, a broader range of parameter values
was used. The minimum and maximum values for the full range LHS parameter study are
also listed in Table 6.2.
The parameter ranges for the ±10% and the full range need to be partitioned into seg-
ments. To do this, it was assumed that the environment in which the AMPS forms is
ill-behaved and will transition abruptly from a state containing a mixed-phase stratocumu-
lus cloud to a state without a cloud. This assumption prompts the use of many partitions
so that the variables ranges will be highly-sampled and the results from SAM can show the
cloud’s sensitivities. The number of model executions needed to explore this space is 2N ,
where N is the number of variables, or 211 = 2048. Because of the way the LHS technique
samples the parameter space, the total number of partitions will equal the number of model
executions, 2048. The partitions were chosen to be equally spaced.
6.2.1 Variable Explanations
The following explanations are given for why each of the variables was chosen and its
range.
• Initial ice concentration (Nice) Measurements and observations of mean in-cloud
and below-cloud ice crystal concentrations have varied largely between 0-20 L−1
(de Boer et al., 2009; McFarquhar et al., 2007, 2011). Part of this large variation
has been attributed to observational and retrieval uncertainties, biases, and errors. In
situ measurements are prone to ice crystal shattering and selectively sample certain
particle size ranges (McFarquhar et al., 2011). Uncertainty in observations stems
from assumptions in the ice crystal size distribution in lidar-radar retrievals (de Boer
et al., 2009). Modeling studies investigating the sensitivity of ice concentration on
the macro physical properties of the AMPS generally constrained the ice concentra-
tion to a much smaller range (Morrison et al., 2011; Ovchinnikov et al., 2011). Rapid
glaciation resulted from Nice concentrations a fourth of the range used here.
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• Coarse mode aerosol concentration (Na) Feingold et al. (1999) and Yin et al. (2000)
performed numerical studies of stratocumulus and convective clouds, respectively.
Both found that the addition of large aerosols quickened the onset of precipitation
in clouds with high levels of background aerosol. In clouds with low background
aerosol, the addition of large aerosols did not significantly change cloud precipita-
tion. Feingold et al. (1999) tested in the influence of increased coarse mode aerosols
in a warm cloud while Yin et al. (2000) allowed for the mixed-phase in a convective
cloud. This parameter is tested to see if AMPS behave in a consistent way as con-
vective clouds and warm, drizzling stratocumulus clouds to increases in coarse mode
aerosols. The occurrence of Arctic Haze and the increasing human activity in the
North Slope of Alaska (NSA) region motivated using this parameter in this study to
possibly contribute to the need to have a global cloud knowledge of aerosol-cloud in-
teractions. The ranges used in Table 6.2 are if no coarse mode aerosols were present
(minimum value) to the measured value of 8.5 cm−3 on 26 April 2008 (see Table 2.1)
to the maximum value of 100 cm−3 occurring in a polluted winter airmass (Barrie,
1986). The number concentrations and size of the particles are slightly higher than
concentrations observed during Mixed-Phase Arctic Clouds Experiment (MPACE)
and used in a model intercomparison study (Klein et al., 2009). Thus the minimum
range will step towards the clean Arctic environment observed during the fall transi-
tion season.
• Surface properties The surface under an AMPS varies in location and season. Dur-
ing the melting transition month of April, the statistics of the sea surface temperature,
sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and surface momentum flux are given in Table 6.1.
The sensible and latent heat fluxes are negatively correlated with sea surface temper-
ature. The variable ranges used in the LHS study encompass the observed ranges of
the surface parameters in April.
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Table 6.1: Statistics of surface properties observed at the NSA facility in Barrow, Alaska,
during the April 2008 ISDAC intensive observation period. Values were derived from
ECMWF reanalysis and soundings for the purpose of being used in SAM (M. Ovchinnikov,
personal communication).
SST SHFsfc LHFsfc τsfc
Minimum 253 -35.0 -17.7 0
Average 262 4.20 7.89 0
Maximum 275 40.6 32.0 0
– Sea surface temperature (SST ) The Arctic Ocean’s surface layer water tem-
perature is near-freezing year around. The minimum and maximum SST tem-
perature range were set to lie just outside the ± 10% perturbation values or at
± 30°K from the initial value. The minimum and maximum values in the ±
10% perturbation LHS study are outside the outside the realistic range of tem-
peratures found in the Beaufort Sea. The maximum and the 110% value from
the initial point are near-tropical sea surface temperatures. These values were
kept, although unrealistic, for consistency between this and the other parameter
values in the ± 10% and full range LHS studies.
– Surface sensible heat flux (SHFsfc) In the spring when the Arctic Ocean is
still mostly covered by sea ice, heat sources from the warm ocean beneath are
minimal (Pinto, 1998; Ovchinnikov et al., 2011). During ISDAC, it was ob-
served that the surface sensible heat flux was between 0 W/m2 and 10 W/m2.
In the fall when sea ice has retreated, the heat flux from the ocean is on the
order of 100 W/m2, which is comparable to the heat flux responsible for the
formation of lower-latitude marine stratocumulus. This condition was observed
during MPACE (Xie et al., 2006). The formation of AMPS in spring and fall
is different, and testing the range of this variable might reveal the coupling be-
havior of the cloud to the boundary layer. The maximum values have been used
in Cloud Resolving Model (CRM) studies of AMPS observed during MPACE
(Luo et al., 2008).
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– Surface latent heat flux (LHFsfc) The LHF follows from the same analysis
and studies given for the SHF. The LHF from the surface will increase with
more exposed ocean. The SHF and LHF are calculated from the ECMWF anal-
ysis described in Chapter II. These values are used in the model SAM through-
out the simulation.
– Surface roughness (τsfc) This parameter is considered surface roughness in
SAM, but a more common name for this is the surface momentum flux. With
increasing positive values, it decreases the magnitude of the horizontal winds
at the surface. Tremblay and Mysak (1997) performed a sensitivity study with
an sea-ice model that varied τsfc and found that the modeled sea ice properties
better match observations when this parameter was varied over the Arctic sea
ice. Their study comments on the range of values used in sea ice modeling
studies and the effect on sea ice movement. Here, we look at the effect of
a slightly larger range of τsfc on surface wind values as they affect AMPS.
Equations 6.1 and 6.2 show how the τsfc affects the u and v wind fields at




























• Slopes and Intercepts for the Profiles The atmospheric profiles for wind, temper-
ature, and humidity were shown to have much variation during ISDAC and at the
NSAsite from the ECMWF analysis. Fitting polynomials to these profiles was in-
vestigated, but the variation of the coefficients of the polynomials from just the April
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2008 month of ISDAC would have caused at least a 25 increase in the number of
SAM simulations. Only two days in this entire month contained atmospheric prop-
erties sufficient to support an AMPS. It was then decided that the profiles should
be similar to the default values, giving a better chance in the LHS study to start the
simulation with an AMPS. Because of the difficulty in constraining the ranges of
the profile parameters, the values for the minima and maxima were rounded to create
symmetric ranges from the initial point. The profiles of the baseline runs were fit
to a discontinuous bilinear function. The dependent variable was pressure, p, start-
ing with 1020 mbar at the surface decreasing to 765 mbar. The pressure levels were
decreased by 10 mbar until 900 mbar. At 900 mbar the pressure levels were de-
creased by 5 mbar with the exclusion of at 895 mbar, the next pressure level was 885
mbar. These pressure stratifications developed the well-mixed homogeneous bound-
ary layer in order to form the AMPS. The large-scale meridional wind component
was set to be constant throughout, u = −2.5(m/s). The longitudinal wind compo-
nent was prescribed by
v = −0.002p+ 17(m/s). (6.3)
– Slope of large scale vertical motion (mwls) The vertical wind component was
set by
wls = mwlsp− 0.0431816(m/s). (6.4)
If the initial point was used for mwls , the average difference is 4% from the
original vertical profile used.
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– Intercept of potential temperature (bθ) If the pressure was greater than or
equal to 905 mbar, then θ = bθ. If the pressure was equal to 900 mbar, then
θ = 269K.
– Slope of potential temperature (mθ) For pressures, p, less than 905 mbar, the
potential temperature was prescribed by
θ = −mθp+ 314K. (6.5)
– Intercept of water vapor (bqv ) In situations of open water from leads or re-
treated sea ice, large heat fluxes will carry moisture upwards creating a mois-
ture flux from the surface. Increasing the amount of water vapor available be-
low cloud base can alter the cloud hydrometers by becoming entrained into the
cloud through updrafts and increasing the total water content in the initial cloud
formation. If the pressure was greater than or equal to 905 mbar, then qv = bqv .
If the pressure was equal to 900 mbar, then qv = 1K.
– Slope of water vapor (mqv ) A source of water vapor is necessary for the mixed-
phase clouds that have sedimentation but still maintain the cloud. The parame-
ter bqv can encompass water vapor sources for the cloud base for clouds that are
coupled with the boundary layer. For decoupled AMPS, Solomon et al. (2011)
suggests water vapor is transported from above by turbulent fluxes. The slope
of the water vapor profile can be changed to explore this cloud’s sensitivity to
cloud-top entrained water vapor. Thus, for pressures, p, less than 905 mbar, the
water vapor profile was prescribed by
qv = mqvp− 0.8(g/kg). (6.6)
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Table 6.2: SAM variables that and their ranges that were input to DAKOTA’s LHS-
generating routine. The initial point represents the baseline values used in the simulations
of Chapters III and IV. The variables ranges between the 90% and 110% values from the
initial points were used in the ± 10% perturbation study. The minimum and maximum
values were used in a full variable range study. There are 11 variables total.
Variable Name Minimum 90% of Initial point 110% of Maximum
Value initial point Initial Point Value
Initial ice
concentration 0 0.45 0.5 0.55 20
Nice (L−1)
Coarse mode aerosol
concentration 0 7.65 8.5 9.35 100
Na (cm−3)
Sea surface
temperature 233.15 236.83 263.15 289.46 293.15
SST (K)
Surface sensible
heat flux 0 0 0 1 150
SHFsfc (W/m2)
Surface latent
heat flux 0 9 10 11 110
LHFsfc (W/m2)
Surface roughness
τsfc 0 0 0 0.1 0.01
(m2/s2)
Slope of large scale
vertical motion 0.000001 3.83E-05 4.25E-05 4.68E-05 0.0001
mwls (m/s/mbar)
Intercept of potential
temperature 200 238 264 290 400
bθ (K)
Slope of potential
temperature 0 0.045 0.05 0.055 0.5
mθ (K/mbar)
Intercept of water
vapor 0 1.17 1.3 1.43 4.5
bqv (g/kg)
Slope of water




The model set-up for SAM was the same as described in Chapters III and Chapters
IV. The simulations were first executed with the TKEsubgrid-scale turbulence scheme and
the Morrison two-moment bulk microphysics in 2D with 96 grid points in the vertical and
horizontal. The horizontal grid spacing was ∆x = 100 m, and the vertical grid spacing was
a uniform 40 m starting 20 m from the surface. The model was integrated forward in time
for 24 hours with a ∆t = 2 s. DAKOTA has several ways in which it can be coupled to
a numerical model. From the experience in using SAM in 2D, Three-Dimensions (3D),
and with bulk, SBM, and CLUBB, we found the optimal number of processors to produce
the fastest simulations under this domain configuration was between 8 and 12. In this
configuration, the simulation could take between 10 minutes and 24 hours to complete in
2D. It should be noted that all of the simulations are independent of each other, meaning
that sets of simulations could be executed simultaneously. Thus, in order to best utilize
multiple-core machines, we de-coupled DAKOTA from SAM by allowing DAKOTA only
produce the initial SAM model parameters and put them into a file. Parallel executions of
SAM would then read one of the parameter files to generate the cloud statistics. Figure














Figure 6.2: Logic chart for DAKOTA and SAM simulations. DAKOTA first produces the
initial model parameters for SAM and writes each of the parameter sets into a file. Once
that step is completed, the user then starts the SAM simulations. SAM reads the parameter
values from the files produced by DAKOTA. After the SAM cloud simulation is complete,
AMPS statistics can be generated from the results. The DAKOTA input file is given in
Appendix A.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Time Evolution of Simulation Sets
The first set of results presented are from the ± 10% perturbation range to the initial
point. Figure 6.3 shows the averaged domain cloud depth in time for all 2048 simulations.
The cloud depth is calculated from the total water condensate, qt, which is given by
qt = qi + qs + qh + qg + qr + qd (6.7)
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where qi, qs, qh, qg, qr, qd are the mass mixing ratios of ice, snow, hail, grapple, rain,
and droplets, respectively. The cloud base and cloud top heights were defined when qt ≥
10−5 kg/kg. The cloud top minus the cloud base gave the cloud depth. The grey shaded
region outlines the maximum and minimum cloud depth at any given time from any of
the simulations. The colors of the lines have little meaning and are just used to show the
variability within this set of simulations. It is interesting to note the strong similarities
between every member of this set in this ensemble. There was very little variation in the
spin-up period of time in the models. It was only after the first few hours of simulation
time that the simulations began to diverge. Every simulation began to increase in cloud
depth, just as the baseline simulations did. Just after 118.0 UTC, the cloud depth decreases
and then increases to a final value between 300 and 400 m. The discrete steps in the cloud


























Figure 6.3: The time evolution of the cloud depth for the 2048 simulations where the
variables were tested in a range ±10% of the initial values. Each run is represented by
a colored line. However, the colors have been repeated in plotting this ensemble. For
example, that means the color blue is repeated many times in this graph. The grey shading
represents the absolute minimum and maximum at that time for the entire set of simulations.
Figure 6.4 shows the time evolution of the cloud depths for the full variable range. In
contrast to the ±10% perturbation set, these results have a variety of cloud depths and
evolutions, do not have many apparent similarities, and potentially develop into unphysical
states. The grey shading again represents the minimum and maximum values of the cloud
depth from all simulations at that time. From 0 m to 3800 m is shaded, meaning that cloud
condensate extended the entire simulation domain from 20 m to 3820 m in at least one of the
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2048 ensemble set. The colors have no meaning on the grouping of the simulations. From























Figure 6.4: The time evolution of the cloud depth for the 2048 simulations where the
variables were tested in the full range of values listed in Table 6.2. As in Figure 6.3, each
run is represented by a colored line. However, the colors have been repeated in plotting
this ensemble. For example, that means the color blue is repeated many times in this graph.
The grey shading represents the absolute minimum and maximum at that time for the entire
set of simulations.
6.3.2 Development of the Conditions of Cloud Evolution Groups
The deviation of each member from the ensemble mean in the±10% perturbation range
shown in Figure 6.3 does not suggest there will be much opportunity for isolating patterns
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in the produced AMPS as a function of the perturbed variables. However, the results of the
full variable range shown in Figure 6.4 needed to be grouped to ascertain any pattern or
trend. Four states possible states of the cloud were considered: death, growth, decay, and
stability. The well-behaved ±10% perturbation results can be used to guide the criteria for
the groups because every simulation completed with a resolved cloud base, cloud top, and
produced no unreal numbers.
Figure 6.5(a) shows the results of the total water condensate, qt, of the first simu-
lation from the SAM-DAKOTA LHS set of simulations. The input variable values for
SAM produced by DAKOTA using the LHS scheme are (Nice = 12.5 L−1, Na = 56.6
cm−3, SST = 241 K, SHFsfc = 55.0 W/m2, LHFsfc = 109 W/m2, τsfc = 5.26×10−3 m2/s2,
mwls = 3.31×10−5 m/s/mbar, btheta = 386 K, mtheta =0.241 K/mbar, bqv0.55 g/kg, mqv =
4.55×10−3 g/kg/mbar), respectively. The simulated cloud has many characteristics seen in
the simulations of AMPS in Chapters III and IV with the appearance of a nearly constant
cloud base and cloud top over the 24 hour simulation period and a higher liquid mass con-
centration at the top of the cloud compared to the bottom. In the simulation from spin-up
to the end, the cloud depth increases from 40 meters to 360 meters. Just over halfway into
the simulation, at 118.0 UTC, the cloud depth begins to decrease. This characteristic cusp
in the shape of the cloud at this time is seen in most SAM bulk simulations. The cloud
base and cloud top are outlined in solid black lines. Figure 6.5(b) shows the cloud depth’s





Figure 6.5: A single SAM simulation from the first set of parameters produced by
DAKOTA. (a) Total water time-height plot of AMPS with the cloud top and cloud bot-
tom outlined by the solid black lines defined where qt ≥ 10−5 kg/kg. (b) The domain-main
cloud depth in meters at every time step calculated from the difference of the cloud top and
cloud base.
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The cloud profile from the first simulation shown in Figure 6.5 has an increasing cloud
depth with time. First, an average of the cloud depth was considered as a way to classify
cloud evolution. Figure 6.6 shows the running mean (average of all previous points) and a
variety of moving averages of the cloud depth. Even with these familiar results of the cloud
profile shown here, the algorithm to group the data into the different cloud states would be
overly complicated because none of the averages are monotonically increasing due to the
cusp just past the 73rd time step. Also, the cloud behavior in the first 2 hours, or until time
step 13 in Figure 6.6, contains model-spin-up. It was concluded from Figure 6.6 that the
difference between the cloud depth at the end of the simulation and the cloud depth at the
start of the second hour of the simulation would be used to classify cloud growth or decay
throughout the 24-hour time period. Finally, the use of cloud depth as the indicator for
the AMPS state could be potentially difficult to validate in measurements. The cloud base
measurement can be inaccurate to obtain (de Boer et al., 2009). The cloud top height will
be used instead of cloud depth to distinguish cloud death, decay, grown, or stability.
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Figure 6.6: Plot of cloud depth from Figure 6.5 with the running mean (average of all
previous points) and a 3-point, 5-point, 10-point, 12-point, and 15-point moving averages
over the time steps from the simulation.
Thus the domain-mean cloud top, ctop(t) was defined at the height where qt ≥ 10−5
kg/kg. Table 6.3 summarizes the the way the cloud results were grouped into four different
cloud states. To elaborate, cloud stability was if the cloud top height at 118.5 UTC was ap-
proximately equal to the cloud top height at 117.58 UTC. The meaning of “approximately
equal to” is given a ± 10% threshold where the cloud top height at 24 hours has to be
within 10% of the cloud top height after 2 hours. The thresholds for this criteria are based
on the cloud properties when the SBM parameterization was used. Recall from Chapter
V that the cloud top and cloud depth did not change by more than 5%, which amounts to
approximately one model level of ∆z = 40m, regardless of the configuration used (2D, 3D,
and SAM-CLUBB). These are all idealized, steady-state simulations of a cloud, and the
state-of-the art SBM model produced the steady-state solution. Even thought SBM cloud
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macrophysical heights did not change by more than 5%, we allowed a 10% threshold in-
stead to reflect reality. That is, if a boundary layer cloud persisted for over 24 hours and
changed the height or depth by just over 40 m, it would most likely be considered stable.
The cloud was considered to be growing if the cloud top height at 24 hours was greater
than the cloud top height at 2 hours. A similar condition was applied for cloud decay, only
with a decrease in cloud top height between the two times.
Characterizing the cloud death was most troublesome to define than defining the other
states. In doing an LHS study, the parameters generated can produce an unphysical situ-
ation which can cause model failure. Most of the results from the full variable range pa-
rameter study produced unphysical situations from which the environment in SAM could
not recover. We wish to exclude these simulations from the cloud groups. In this set, there
were many parameter sets from DAKOTA that caused model failure. We wish to isolate
the model failures from the simulations that had a chance and made it all the way through
and simulations that had successful starts but did not finish resulting in a cloud in one of
the four states. We instated a condition that the cloud should exist for the first 2 simulated
hours. The first two hours in previous simulations looks like model spin-up. The top of the
cloud should be resolved as well. The model domain extends only 96 levels to 3640 m from
the surface, and in many simulations the cloud depth exceeded the simulation’s vertical do-
main. Those simulations were also excluded from analysis. Of the full range perturbation
of variables ensemble set, 1880 runs produced unphysical results at some point during the
24 hours. There were 204 that had cloud top heights greater than the simulation domain.
For requiring the that there be a cloud with a resolved cloud top 2 hours into the simulation,
1878 produced unphysical results, and 154 simulations had cloud at the 3820 m, leaving
16 simulations that could be classified into the cloud groups. Cloud death included several
aspects. If the cloud depth was zero, then the cloud was classified as dead. There were no
clouds from the full variable range that met his criteria. If the cloud existed at 2 hours but
later became unphysical, those clouds were also considered dead.
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Table 6.3: Summary of conditions of cloud evolution to group the results of the LHS per-
turbation results.
• Cloud Stability is if ctop(t = 24hr) ≈ ctop(t = 2hr).
• Cloud Growth is if ctop(t = 24hr) > ctop(t = 2hr).
• Cloud Decay is if ctop(t = 24hr) < ctop(t = 2hr).
• Cloud Death is if at any time ctop = 0.
6.3.3 Dependence of Cloud Evolution on Variable Ranges
The conditions of Table 6.3 were applied to the clouds formed from the ±10% and
full perturbed variable ranges to create the cloud groups. The average of the cloud top
height was found during the time the cloud existed. The average cloud top height for every
simulation plotted as a function of the the perturbed variable are in Figures 6.7(a) to 6.8(i).
Figures 6.7(a) to 6.7(i) are of the ± 10% variable perturbation, and Figures 6.8(a) to 6.8(i)
are of the full variable perturbation.
Every plot of the± 10% study shows essentially zero correlation between the cloud top
height and with any of the perturbed variables. The exception is the relationship of cloud
top height to ice concentration in Figure 6.7(a). The mean cloud top height in this plot
appears to decrease by at least a meter with a 0.1 L−1 increase in ice concentration. For any
given two cloud tops this relationship might not appear or even the sensitivity measured as
a regression slope will always be less than the true sensitivity between any two points. The
magnitude of the average of all the cloud top heights changing is not large compared to
the cloud top changes in a single cloud and should be attributed to taking multiple averages
which exclude, to a certain point, outliers. The large ensemble develops a clear trend. It has
been found elsewhere that with high enough ice concentrations, the cloud begins to glaciate
and precipitate away (Ovchinnikov et al., 2011). Ice concentrations in this ensemble set did
not exceed that threshold for these clouds, so no clouds were considered to be decaying or
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be dead.
The cloud state classification was applied from Table 6.3. All 2048 AMPS had an
increasing cloud top height with time. The cloud macrophysical properties are not affected
by 10% changes in many environmental parameters. This can be applied to understanding
the sensitivity of the AMPS to small changes in the environment. It is concluded that the
sensitivity of the AMPS is small for small changes in the environment.
The domain and time average cloud top heights for the full variable range were plotted
as a function of their variable values. There are many differences between the full range
results and the ±10% results. Some of these differences include a more disperse range of
average cloud top heights. The ± 10% variable perturbation cloud top height plots had
differences of meters between the clouds. The full range had cloud top heights between a
few hundred meters and 2000 meters. Most of those heights were between 100% and 200%
greater than the baseline cloud top height of just under 1000 m. The full range plots contain
significantly fewer data points (thirteen total) and have at least one cloud belonging to one
of the four cloud states. A single cloud was classified with decay. It’s average cloud top
height was 189.4 m. The stable cloud had an average cloud top height of 841.7 m. Three
clouds were classified as ’dead’. These clouds had average cloud top heights of 1359 m,
1010 m, and 895 m. The eight clouds that fell into the ’growth’ category had an average
cloud top height of 1425 m. A threshold height of 2000 m appears with the cloud height.
Not one of these clouds exceed 2000 m on average.
With an expanded initial ice concentration, no distinct trend is seen between the cloud
tops and the ice in Figure 6.8(a). A similar conclusion can be made from Figures 6.8(b) and
6.8(c) where the initial concentration of large mode aerosols and the latent heat flux from
the surface show no correlation between the cloud top height and increasing or decreasing
values.
The sensible heat flux from the surface in Figure 6.8(d) and sea surface temperature
in Figure 6.8(e) show a trend with the cloud top height. Increasing SHF from the surface
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promotes cloud growth, with the decay and death clouds occurring with lower heat fluxes.
The clouds that have growth increase their average cloud top height with higher heat fluxes.
Heat from the surface drives air parcels upwards and mixes the boundary layer. These
parcels can maintain the cloud and prevent the cloud from decoupling. The sea surface
temperature and the heat flux at the surface are negatively correlated. This occurs because
a larger heat flux will occur with a larger temperature difference between the air and sea,
like with colder sea surface temperatures. The clouds with the highest top exist in the
largest sensible heat flux and the lowest sea surface temperature. As sea surface temperature
decreases the cloud top height of the the growing clouds begins to decrease as well. The
decay and stable cloud do not follow this trend, and the death clouds congregate in a narrow
range of sea surface temperatures. It is unknown if these sea surface temperatures will cause
death of an AMPS, or if this grouping is circumstantial.
The cloud top height of any of the cloud states in Figure 6.8(f) does not have a strong
trend with the surface momentum flux. The expectation was for this variable to increase the
skin friction depth at the surface causing the speed of the fluid under the cloud to decrease,
giving more time for upward moving water vapor and heat fluxes to reach condensation
level before exiting the domain.
Figure 6.8(g) shows the cloud top heights increasing with increasing mwls . Using the
range of values of mwls in Equation 6.4 will most always produce negative vertical motion,
or a general subsidence. The exception to this is when the highest values of mwls are
multiplied by the pressure, the vertical motion will be positive. Sensitivity tests of the
baseline initial point parameters were performed where the wls set to zero. The SAM was
integrated forward in time for 72 hours. The height of the cloud top continued to increase
without hindrance for the entire duration. Diurnal effects were not seen in the clouds,
reflecting the low solar forcing in the Arctic at this time. The behavior of the cloud top did
not change for different configuration, i.e., CLUBB, without CLUBB, and CLUBB called
every fifth dynamical time step. The cloud depth did not change so that the cloud base
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was constantly increasing as well. It was understood that the profiles used in the baseline
simulations would create a steady-state cloud so that the large-scale motion that pushed
the cloud down and out of the domain was balanced with the rising of the boundary layer
from positively buoyancy parcels. The magnitude of the wls is small compared to u and
v, and the lower range of mwls contains some values orders of magnitude less than wls.
When mwlsp approaches and then exceeds 0.0431816 (m/s) to produce more positive wls,
the cloud top grows.
Figures 6.8(h) and 6.8(i) show the plots of cloud top height with bθ and mθ, the inter-
cept and slope, respectively, of a line fit to the profile of potential temperature for pressure
greater than 900 mb. A threshold of 300°K exists for bθ, and a slope of about 0.06 K°/mbar
for mθ with the existence of a cloud. As the average cloud tops approach these thresholds,
the cloud state moves from a growth and stable cloud to a cloud that dies. An increasing
slope of the potential temperature would cause a more unstable boundary layer and encour-
age convection. The intercept to of the potential temperature would be a corollary to the
stability because changing bθ would increase or decrease the initial value at the surface and
the potential temperature at each level for a given slope. From the lack of clouds that exist
for mθ ≥ 0.06 and the dead clouds populating the highest values of mθ, we suggest that
most of the range of mθ used created a highly unstable vertical profile which caused first
strong convective that drove many clouds through the top of the domain and ultimately into
an unphysical realm.
The intercept and slope parameter ranges for water vapor profiles, bqv and mqv , plotted
with the cloud top heights are shown in Figures 6.8(j) and 6.8(k). There is a weak trend
with increasing bqv and average cloud top height. The higher values of bqv provided more
water vapor to condense and form or maintain the cloud. The cloud top increasing with
increasing water vapor can be interpreted through the latent heat released. The latent heat
released from the condensed water vapor provides additional heat into a parcel which in
turn can continue to adiabatically rise. Cloud top is reached when the parcels become
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negatively buoyant with respect to the surrounding air with heat given off in the form of the
long wave inversion.
The relationship with mqv and cloud top height appears to contain two thresholds. The
first is with no cloud formqv ≤ 0, and the second is no clouds formqv > 0.01. Both of these
thresholds are perplexing because it was hypothesized that a simple relationship would
develop where increasing the water vapor mixing ratio anywhere in the cloud’s domain
would be beneficial to cloud growth. When mqv = 0, the water vapor profile would be
equal to bqv , so there would be water vapor available on which to form a cloud. With a
negative slope, the water vapor mixing ratio would be increasing in height. A possible
explanation for this is when the vertical gradient of equivalent potential temperature, θe, is
positive, the boundary layer is stable, prohibiting vertical mixing and cloud formation. The













where T is the temperature of the air at a pressure p, p is the pressure of the air in
mbar, p0 is the standard reference pressure equal to 1000 mbar, Lv is a constant called the
latent heat of evaporation in (kJ/(kg K), cp is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant
pressure equal to 1004 J/(kg K), and Rd is the specific gas constant for air equal to 287
J/(kg K). Equation 6.8 shows θe is proportional to the water vapor mixing ratio, and an
increasing qv with height, or here a negative mqv , can create a stable layer preventing cloud
development or ensuring cloud death.
The explanation for the threshold of cloud formation on the positive side of mqv could
be similar to the explanation of mθ. The rate of the water vapor mixing ratio decreasing in
height creates a positive θe vertical gradient, ∂θe/∂z > 0. The atmosphere would be stable
but unfavorable for clouds.
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Figure 6.7: The cloud top height plotted as a function of (a) initial ice concentration, (b)
initial large mode aerosol concentration, (c) latent heat flux from the surface, (d) sensible
heat flux from the surface, (e) sea surface temperature, (f) surface momentum flux, (g) the
slope value of a bilinear fit to the large-scale vertical motion profile that is used to initialize
the atmospheric domain, (h) the y-intercept value of a bilinear fit to the potential profile
that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain, (i) the slope value of a bilinear fit to the
potential profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain, (j) the y-intercept value
of a bilinear fit to the water vapor profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain,
(k) the slope value of a bilinear fit to the potential profile that is used to initialize the at-
mospheric domain. The cloud top height is the domain and time-average of the simulation.
The variable ranges were obtained from DAKOTA’s LHS routine. The ranges were ±10%
perturbations from the initial point value listed in Table 6.2, and 2048 simulations were
executed to produced an AMPS, and every cloud was found to have an increasing cloud
top height over time as defined by Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.8: The cloud top height plotted as a function of (a) initial ice concentration, (b)
initial large mode aerosol concentration, (c) latent heat flux from the surface, (d) sensible
heat flux from the surface, (e) sea surface temperature, (f) surface momentum flux, (g) the
slope value of a bilinear fit to the large-scale vertical motion profile that is used to initialize
the atmospheric domain, (h) the y-intercept value of a bilinear fit to the potential profile
that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain, (i) the slope value of a bilinear fit to the
potential profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain, (j) the y-intercept value
of a bilinear fit to the water vapor profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain,
(k) the slope value of a bilinear fit to the potential profile that is used to initialize the at-
mospheric domain. The cloud top height is the domain and time-average of the simulation.
The variable ranges were full variable range perturbations from the initial point value listed
in Table 6.2. The variable ranges were obtained from DAKOTA’s LHS routine, and 2048
simulations were executed in try to produce an AMPS. Three clouds cloud deaths occurred
(blue circles), eight cloud tops displayed growth (green asterisk), one cloud decayed (red
dot), and one cloud was stable (turquoise cross) in the simulated time of analysis as defined
by Table 6.3.
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6.3.4 General Cloud Properties
The clouds produced from this parameter study were initialized in some conditions
that were outside what is commonly found in the Arctic. We wish to know how similar
these clouds are to the steady-state AMPS clouds studied in Chapters III and IV, and if
these clouds fall into the range of observed single-layer AMPS described by de Boer et al.
(2009).
Figure 6.9 shows the average of all the cloud simulations for the ± 10% variable per-
turbation study. The variance between the clouds produced was smaller than in the full
variable range LHS study, so it was felt the mean of all the plots would be sufficient to
show the characteristics of the clouds from this ensemble set. The similarities between
Figure 6.9 and the baseline bulk clouds from Chapters III and IV include the same magni-
tudes between the water and ice mass mixing ratios. The liquid layer increases at the cloud
top in time. The ice precipitate from the cloud reaches the surface, similar to the baseline
AMPS clouds.
Figure 6.9: The total average liquid (panel on left) and total average ice (panel on right)
mass mixing ratio of the domain-average profiles in the simulated time. The 2048-member
ensemble set was averaged to produce these cloud contours. The ensemble is from the LHS
± 10% parameter range study.
Figure 6.10 shows total liquid and total ice water mass mixing ratio profiles as a func-
tion of time for the full range of variable perturbations for the thirteen simulations that were
produced clouds. The contour spacing is chosen from the minimum and maximum of the
thirteen cloud plots, so very small concentrations of cloud condensate cannot appear as in
the eighth and twelfth plots. The states of the clouds are as follows from top to bottom:
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the first two are growth; the third is death; the fourth is growth; the fifth is stability; the
sixth is death; the seventh is death; the eighth is death; the ninth, tenth, and eleventh are
growth; the twelfth is decay; the thirteenth is growth. The cloud develop a increasing mass
concentration at the top of the cloud as the time progresses. This characteristic is seen in
the baseline simulations.
A notable property of these clouds is the ratio of liquid to ice. It was expected from
the findings in previous modeling studies that the up-to 400 × increase in initial ice con-
centration would quickly glaciate the cloud and cause cloud death or decay (Ovchinnikov
et al., 2011). This was not the finding here. Instead, the the initial ice concentrations in the
clouds in Figure 6.10 are at least an order of magnitude greater than the initial point. This
ice concentration caused ratio of the ice and liquid mixing ratios to be ≈1 in many of the
clouds. The coexistence of liquid with such large amounts of ice needs to be observation-
ally validated and further explored numerically. The second, fifth, seventh, eleventh, and
thirteenth contour plots show modes of strong ice precipitation when the liquid precipita-
tion appears to recede. These clouds could be dynamically driven by convection instead of
long wave cooling at cloud top, which is different from the baseline simulations.
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Figure 6.10: The total liquid (13 panels on left) and total ice (13 panels on right) mass
mixing ratio domain-average profiles in the simulated time. These cloud contours are the
thirteen (out of 2048) clouds that were produced from the LHS full parameter range study.
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6.3.5 Sensitivity of Results to Changing Model Configurations
We would want to know the sensitivity of this system regardless of the modeling pa-
rameterizations. For instance, Seifert et al. (2006) found that different concentrations of
CCN had more affect on the resulting cloud than using different bin and bulk microphysics
schemes in a convective system. We would like to have the findings such as these and
similar to the relationships in the full variable range LHS between the SBM and bulk mi-
crophysics parameterizations and the CLUBB and 1.5TKE subgrid scale parameterizations.
The SBM is the state-of-the-art in microphysics, and the cloud properties have essentially
no change between the dimensionality or subgrid scale turbulent parameterization. Using
the bulk microphysics in concert with the CLUBB showed much change in cloud proper-
ties. The bulk microphysics without CLUBB showed no dependence on dimensionality, but
with CLUBB the cloud ceased to exist just after 12 hours. We inquire as to how absolute
these findings are when the environmental parameters are changed.
The same model set-up was used with DAKOTA’s LHS parameter set to generate 2048
clouds, but the CLUBB parameterization was used in SAM instead of just the 1.5TKE
closure. Appendix B contains the time series, scatter plots, and contour plots shown here
for the±10% and full range variable perturbation studies. Eleven instead of thirteen clouds
were produced when CLUBB was included. The missing two clouds in Figure B.3 were
the sixth and eighth clouds of the set shown in Figure 6.10.
In the time series plot, the cloud depth does not fill the entire domain and seen in the
bulk with 1.5TKE scheme. There were more simulation runs that had realistic values for a
longer duration with CLUBB, but most of those evolved to an unphysical state.
In the contoured plots, the clouds produced with CLUBB have greater liquid mass
concentrations. The precipitation patters in the ice seen in the 1.5TKE scheme are missing
with the CLUBB, and the ice has a tendency to abruptly decrease towards the end of the
modeled time.
In the scatter plots of the full variable range plotted with the cloud top height, four
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clouds were identified as ’death’ and seven cloud were identified as ’growing’. There were
no ’stability’ or ’decay’ clouds from this set. Some similar relationships between the cloud
top and the variable ranges were seen with the CLUBB.
It is remarkable that in the baseline studies the choice of turbulence closure scheme had
a large influence on cloud structure, yet when the different configurations were tested in a
large parameter range, the same variable values were consistent in producing the clouds.
This implies the parameterization of the cloud physics should require case-specific adjust-
ments. The full variable range might have pushed atmospheric configurations too far from
the springtime Arctic, so we also wonder if this result holds for using the other micro-
physics scheme, the SBM, for a 3D configuration, and for the ±10% variable range.
6.3.6 Sensitivity Analysis of Variables Held Constant
In Peterson et al. (2010)’s SA study, two types of parameter studies were performed.
The first was a one-at-a-time parameters study which has the benefit of showing the impor-
tance of a parameter on the result, but cannot estimate interactions between the parameters
and the effect on the result. The second type of parameter study was a LHS study which has
the benefit of being able to give ranks to the variables on order of influence on the results.
The ranking and the influence of the variables was ascertained by using two linear regres-
sion models, one for each type of SA study, and computing the standardized regression
coefficient with the parameter value and the model result. This type of analysis could be
applied here and would be a quantitative way to see relationships in the variables with the
results. However, the scatter plots of the variable’s range with the cloud top quickly show
regression coefficients will be small for two reasons. The first is will be due to the large
variability in the cloud top values for the ±10% range, and the second is due to the small
sample size of the cloud states in the full variable range. For comparison, Peterson et al.
(2010)’s standardized regression coefficients ranged from about (-1 to 1), making ranking
straightforward.
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Future work could include a SA study to explore linear relationships with the parame-
ters and the cloud.
6.4 Summary
An extensive environmental parameter study was performed on Arctic Mixed-Phase
Stratocumulus. The Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale Applications
toolkit was coupled to the atmospheric Large Eddy Simulation model, System for Atmo-
spheric Modeling, v6.8.2. DAKOTA produced 2048 values for 11 variable each that were
given to SAM to create the mixed-phase cloud. Two of these 11 variables explored mi-
crophysical aspects of the cloud: initial ice concentration and large mode aerosol concen-
tration. Four of the 11 variables were surface parameters: sea surface temperature, latent
heat flux, sensible heat flux, and momentum flux. The five remaining variables were used
to initialize the vertical domain of the simulation: large-scale vertical motion, y-intercept
and slope of fits to the potential temperature profiles, and y-intercept and slope of fits to the
water vapor profile.
Two separate variable ranges were used. The first range was a ± 10% variable range
from the initial points of baseline simulations that had well-established steady-state AMPS.
The second range expanded from the 10% change to a fuller range of variable perturbations.
Four conditions were defined into which the cloud groups were placed: cloud stability,
cloud growth, cloud decay, and cloud death.
The results of the ensembles of simulations from the ± 10% variable perturbation
showed very little deviation from the baseline simulation. The exception to this was the
cloud top height and initial ice concentration where an increasing ice concentration caused
the average cloud top height to decrease. Increasing ice concentration is expected to in-
crease glaciation rates so the cloud will eventually precipitate away with large enough ice
concentrations.
The results from the full variable range were different than the ± 10% range. Instead
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of 2048 successfully completed simulations of an AMPS, the full variable range ensemble
had thirteen data points that were able to be used. Three of the thirteen were classified as
clouds with death, eight clouds were considered growing, one cloud decayed, and the last
cloud was stable. No apparent relationship was seen between the microphysical variables:
initial ice concentration and coarse mode aerosol concentration. Changes in the surface
parameters of sensible heat flux and the sea surface temperature were found to have an
influence on cloud top height and cloud state. With decreasing SST (increasing SHF), the
cloud top height decreased (increased). No relationship was seen between the cloud top
height and neither the surface latent heat nor the surface momentum fluxes. Cloud top
height had clear relationships with the profile parameters, mwls , bθ, mθ, mwls , and mwls . It
was found that certain values of the profile parameters caused stability thresholds to appear.
As these thresholds were approached, the cloud state changed from growth and stability to
death and decay.
We implemented a novel and unique way of performing a sensitivity analysis of AMPS.
The response of the AMPS to changing environmental parameters was tested by marching
through a parameter space constructed by a LHS routine. The existence of the AMPS was




Numerical experiments produced a steady-state Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus (AMPS)
cloud over a 24-hour period that exhibited many of the properties of the observed cloud,
including the presence of liquid water at cloud top with transition to ice below and a nearly
constant cloud top height.
The level of complexity needed to simulate this cloud was found by comparing two
microphysics routines, Spectral Bin Microphysics (SBM) and bulk, and two subgrid scale
turbulent closure models, Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) and 1.5-Turbulent
Kinetic Energy (TKE). It was found the both microphysics accurately produced macro-
physical properties of the observed cloud, and that the less computationally expensive
microphysics parameterization could be used to reproduce the AMPS. The use of SBM
resulted in more accurate simulation of frozen hydrometeor mass mixing ratio than the
bulk, though both schemes consistently under-predict the mass mixing ratio of frozen hy-
drometers while over-predicting the ice number concentration. It was found the choice of
turbulent closure model had more of an effect on the cloud properties than the choice of
microphysics. The cloud-top height decreased and the cloud’s condensed ice and water
mass became depleted when the higher-order turbulence parameterization, CLUBB), was
used. A more physically-representative solution should be applied to CLUBB which could
include parameter tuning and a re-evaluation of the influence that CLUBB has within the
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bulk microphysics. Additional simulation complexity was assessed through dimensionality
studies. The time and resources required to perform Three-Dimensions (3D) cloud simu-
lations motived a dimensionality study, so the impact of choosing a Two-Dimensions (2D)
or 3D configuration with each of the turbulence and microphysical models was assessed. It
was found that using a 2D configurations produced similar results to the 3D simulations.
The results and knowledge of the parameterizations needed for representing the AMPS
were used in an Latin-Hypercube Sample (LHS) sensitivity study. It was found the bulk
microphysics and 1.5-TKE turbulence scheme in a 2D configuration would be the best
combination for efficiency and accuracy for a multi-variable sensitivity analysis. System
for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2 (SAM) model was coupled to the uncertainty quantifica-
tion toolkit, Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale Applications (DAKOTA).
DAKOTA produced uniform parameter ranges of specified variables to be given as input
to SAM. Two sets of parameter ranges were tested: a ±10% perturbation from the initial
variable values and a broader range. The environmental variables that were changed were
the cloud ice and aerosol concentration, surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, and large
scale temperature, water vapor, and vertical motion. Four characteristic fates were used to
classify outcome of the simulated AMPS: stability, growth, decay, and dissipation. These
fates were defined from cloud top total water mixing ratio values during the simulation
period.
In the ±10% range, it was found that the AMPS clouds did not significantly change
from the baseline value. Near-zero correlations were found between the changing variables
and the cloud top with the exception of initial ice concentration. As ice concentration
increased, the cloud top decreased due to cloud glaciation. In the full variable range, it was
found the AMPS was most sensitive to changes in large-scale temperature, water vapor,
and vertical motion in the variable ranges we investigated. There were not many clouds
that formed from the full variable range compared to the size of the ensemble set. This
was attributed to the appearance of environmental thresholds that made mixed-phase cloud
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formation prohibitive.
The work presented here gave insight to the interactions between model parameteriza-
tions and the necessary complexity of the parameterizations needed to simulate AMPS re-
alistically. The application of parameter estimation algorithms to investigate cloud-climate
interactions has never been done before. We found this application successful to this prob-
lem. This optimization study which finds conditions of cloud failure is a new analysis tool





Death of an Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus Cloud –
DAKOTA scripts
A.1 DAKOTA LHS Script Description
This Dakota input file performs a Latin Hypercube Sampling study using the SAM
model.
Specification blocks are identified in the input file using the following keywords: strat-
egy, method, variables, interface, and responses. These keyword blocks can appear in any
order in a DAKOTA input file. The strategy section specifies the method and the type of
output for Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale Applications (DAKOTA).
The method section specifies which technique DAKOTA will use. Here a sampling tech-
nique will be used with 2048 samples. The seed specifies the random number generator
seed, and the sample type specifies the lhs, or Latin Hypercube Sampling, with all the
variables.
The variable section block specifies the names of the variables, their bounds, and how
the variable ranges will be divided. The interface section block of the input file specifies
how information will be passed between DAKOTA and the host model code. Here, the
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# Th i s Dakota i n p u t f i l e p e r f o r m s a L a t i n Hypercube Sample s t u d y u s i n g t h e SAM model .
s t r a t e g y ,
s i n g l e m e t h o d
t a b u l a r g r a p h i c s d a t a
method ,
sampl ing ,
sample s = 2048
seed = 98765 rng rnum2
s a m p l e t y p e l h s
a l l v a r i a b l e s
v a r i a b l e s ,
u n i f o r m u n c e r t a i n = 11
l o w e r b o u n d s = 0 . 0 0 . 0 233 .15 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 .000001 200 0 . 0 0 . 0 −0.020
u p p e r b o u n d s = 2 0 . 0 100 .0 293 .15 150 .0 110 .0 0 . 0 1 0 .0001 400 0 . 5 4 . 5 0 .020
d e s c r i p t o r = ’ Ice0 ’ ’ a e r n 2 ’ ’ s s t ’ ’ se ’ ’ l e ’ ’ t au ’ ’m w’ ’ b t p ’ ’ m tp ’ ’ b qv ’ ’ m qv ’
i n t e r f a c e ,
sys tem
a n a l y s i s d r i v e r = ’ s i m u l a t o r s c r i p t m k d i r . csh ’
p a r a m e t e r s f i l e = ’ params . in ’
r e s u l t s f i l e = ’ r e s u l t s . out ’
f a i l u r e c a p t u r e = r e c o v e r NaN
r e s p o n s e s ,
r e s p o n s e f u n c t i o n s = 1
n o g r a d i e n t s
n o h e s s i a n s
Figure A.1: DAKOTA input file for the LHS study used with the SAM model. Shown are
the keywords used in the input file, the variable ranges, and the variables.
analysis driver keyword refers to the shell script built for this research which provides
the necessary information from DAKOTA to System for Atmospheric Modeling, v6.8.2
(SAM). The parameter file and results file are placeholders but necessary files to copy
information from DAKOTA. The responses section of the input file specifies the types
of data that the interface will return to DAKOTA. For the example shown in Figure A.1,
setting the response functions equal to 1 indicates that there is only one objective function.
The keywords no gradients and no hessians indicate that no derivatives will be provided to
the method; none are needed for a parameter study.
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APPENDIX B
Death of an Arctic Mixed-Phase Stratocumulus Cloud –





















Figure B.1: The time evolution of the cloud depth for the 2048 simulations including the
CLUBB turbulent parameterization in SAM where the variables were tested in the full
range of values listed in Table 6.2. As in Figure 6.3, each run is represented by a colored
line. However, the colors have been repeated in plotting this ensemble. For example, that
means the color blue is repeated many times in this graph. The grey shading represents the
absolute minimum and maximum at that time for the entire set of simulations.
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B.2 Scatter Plots
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Figure B.2: The cloud top height plotted as a function of (a) initial ice concentration, (b)
initial large mode aerosol concentration, (c) latent heat flux from the surface, (d) sensible
heat flux from the surface, (e) sea surface temperature, (f) surface momentum flux, (g) the
slope value of a bilinear fit to the large-scale vertical motion profile that is used to ini-
tialize the atmospheric domain, (h) the y-intercept value of a bilinear fit to the potential
profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain, (i) the slope value of a bilinear fit
to the potential profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric domain, (j) the y-intercept
value of a bilinear fit to the water vapor profile that is used to initialize the atmospheric
domain, (k) the slope value of a bilinear fit to the potential profile that is used to initialize
the atmospheric domain. The cloud top height is the domain and time-average of the simu-
lation. The variable ranges were fobtained from DAKOTA’s LHS routine, and in this case
included the CLUBB turbulent parameterization in SAM. The ranges were full variable
range perturbations from the initial point value listed in Table 6.2. 2048 simulations were
executed in try to produce an AMPS. Three clouds cloud deaths occurred (blue circles),
eight cloud tops displayed growth (green asterisk), one cloud decayed (red dot), and one
cloud was stable (turquoise cross) in the simulated time of analysis as defined by Table 6.3.
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B.3 Contour Plots
Figure B.3: The total liquid (11 panels on left) and total ice (11 panels on right) mass
mixing ratio domain-average profiles in the simulated time. These cloud contours are the
thirteen (out of 2048) clouds that were produced from the LHS full parameter range study
with the CLUBB turbulent parameterization included in SAM.
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APPENDIX C
A Model for Soot Chain Compaction
C.1 Introduction
Soot particles represent one type of composition of aerosol. High concentrations of
soot particles are known to adversely affect human health (Davidson et al., 2005) and to
exert a climatic forcing over highly industrialized and polluted regions (Ramanathan et al.,
2005). The structure, composition, and size of these soot particles have been imaged with
electron microscopes (Adachi and Buseck, 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). The images from the
electron microscopes show that soot particles are microscopic near-spherical balls of car-
bon, or carbonaceous spherules, with graphitic structures. The spherules are formed from
the incomplete combustion of organic material. The composition of soot chains are mostly
carbon graphite with small concentrations of other chemical components that vary depend-
ing on the combustion source’s characteristics. The soot chain’s morphology, lifetime, and
radiative properties may change if it is coated with water, sulfates, and/or organic material
(Adachi et al., 2010). Knowing the soot chain lifetime and morphology will help quantify
its impact on human health and climate forcing.
The soot spherules have been observed as either spread-out in aggregates and chain-
like structures or closely bound and compacted. Zhang et al. (2008) showed Transmission
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Electron Microscope (TEM) images of a fresh soot aggregate and of a compacted soot
mass after exposure to sulfuric acid, H2SO4, vapor at 5% relative humidity. The individual
spherules appear to be ∼ 20 µm. The size and mobility diameter significantly decreased
as seen in Figure C.1. The soot aerosol is also observed to be embedded in organic or
inorganic material. Adachi and Buseck (2008) also imaged soot particles with a TEM
that were collected from the Megacity Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations
(MILAGRO) campaign in and near Mexico City. In the Mexico City plumes, they found
more than half of the particles that contained soot was coated by organic matter and sulfates.
These soot particles were not compacted, even though they were coated. The soot particles
appear to be less coated as found by Adachi and Buseck (2008) than by Zhang et al. (2008).
The direct radiative forcing of a soot aerosol particles that is not compacted and embedded
at the center of other material is 20% less than a soot aerosol particle that is assumed to be
the core of the aerosol (Adachi et al., 2010).
ates after H2SO4 exposure exhibited a considerable restructuring
and shrinking to a more compact form (Fig. 1b).
Because of the complex morphology of soot particles, we used
two approaches to characterize the mixing state and hygroscopic
growth on the basis of a particle mobility-based diameter ratio
Dp/Do and mass ratio mp/mo, where the subscripts p and o denote
the H2SO4-coated (condensed) and fresh particles, respectively.
There existed distinct patterns between the changes in the
mobility diameter and mass of soot particles after exposure to
gaseous H2SO4 (Fig. 2a). Measurements with a tandem differ-
ential mobility analyzer (TDMA) showed that the mobility
diameter decreased after H2SO4 exposure, with the Dp/Do value
of slightly less than unity for 50-nm particles and 0.6 for 360-nm
particles. In contrast, the particle mass measured by an aerosol
particle mass (APM) analyzer increased after exposure to H2SO4
because of H2SO4 condensation to the soot particles. The H2SO4
mass fractions of the coated soot particles reached 0.43 for
50-nm particles and 0.35 for 360-nm particles. Combining the
mobility diameter and mass measurements yielded the effective
density, which changed from 0.56 to 1.60 g!cm!3 for 50-nm
particles and from 0.10 to 0.94 g!cm!3 for 360-nm particles after
H2SO4 condensation (Fig. 2b). The effective density of H2SO4-
coated soot particles was "3–10 times larger than that for fresh
soot agglomerates, reflecting soot restructuring and consistent
with TEM measurements (Fig. 1). The compaction was more
pronounced for larger soot agglomerates. The decrease in
mobility diameter was also accompanied by a change in particle
fractal dimension, which increased from 2.1 for fresh soot to 2.8
for H2SO4-coated soot exposed to 90% RH (Fig. 2b). The
effective density and fractal dimension of H2SO4-coated soot
approached the estimated bulk values (1.7 g!cm!3 and 3, respec-
tively) of the soot–H2SO4 mixture, indicating a transformation
from highly agglomerated to nearly spherical particles. Hence,
although the measurements based on the particle mobility-
equivalent diameter alone were inconclusive because of restruc-
turing, the mixing state of soot particles could be quantified from
the combined measurements of particle mobility size and mass.
Other previous studies also found variable effective density and
fractal dimension of soot particles from diesel combustion by
using combined size and mass measurements (22, 23). We found
that soot agglomerates subjected to H2SO4 condensation and
subsequent heating to 200°C recovered their initial mass (1.01 #
0.04) despite changes in morphology (Fig. 2b), indicating neg-
ligible chemical interaction between sulfuric acid and the soot
surface and a physical adsorption process. In a recent Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy study of soot particles exposed
to sulfuric acid vapor (7), the observed spectral features were
described as a superposition of soot and sulfuric acid spectra,
showing no chemical interaction between soot particles and
H2SO4.
The hygroscopic size (Fig. 2c) and mass (Fig. 2d) growths of
both fresh and H2SO4-coated soot were measured at various
fresh-particle diameters between 50 and 245 nm as a function of
RH. For fresh soot of all sizes we found little change in the
particle mobility size in the RH range of 5–90%, indicating
negligible growth or shrinkage. Considerable change in the
mobility size was observed for H2SO4-coated soot agglomerates.
The hygroscopic size and mass growth depended on the initial
fresh-particle size and RH (Figs. 2 c and d). The growth (size or
mass) ratios were referred to H2SO4-coated soot particles at 5%
RH (Do or mo). The size growth curve for 50-nm particles had
a shape characteristic of pure H2SO4 droplets, but the maximum
growth factor (1.52 at 90% RH) was less than that of pure
sulfuric acid (2.03). Mobility sizes of larger particles, with
diameters of 155 and 245 nm, decreased when RHs were
increased to 20–50%, presumably because of collapse of the
agglomerates that occurred after uptake of H2SO4 and H2O. At
90% RH, however, the uptake was sufficient to produce signif-
icant growth in mobility sizes. The hygroscopic mass growth,
however, increased steadily with RH for all particle sizes (Fig.
2d), indicating H2O condensation and a net mass gain. The
mobility-size growth factor showed a stronger dependence on
the initial particle size than the mass growth factor for a given
RH. The delayed and smaller hygroscopic size growth for larger
soot particles was also indicative of restructuring after conden-
sation of water. The smaller 50-nm soot agglomerates were
sufficiently compact and acquired a larger H2SO4 mass fraction
to cause nearly complete restructuring and subsequent growth at
5% RH. Larger, more agglomerated particles with a lower
density and lower H2SO4 mass fraction exhibited growth only at
a higher RH (20–50%) after substantial restructuring of the
agglomerates.
The irregular geometry and complex microstructure of soot
agglomerates have been suggested to enhance condensation of
water and other chemical species because of a decreased equi-
librium vapor pressure from the negative curvature (Kelvin)
effect (15), especially for larger particles. We measured the
absolute mass coating of sulfuric acid on soot agglomerates and
polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres (Fig. 2e) to evaluate the effects
of chemical composition and morphology. Soot is graphite-like
and a highly conjugated polycyclic aromatic system, whereas PSL
is a saturated polymer chain with aromatic substituents. The
differences in the molecular composition between soot and PSL
lead to distinct chemical and physical properties. For instance,
soot is a strong light absorber and a good electrical conductor,
whereas PSL is transparent and dielectric. Nevertheless, soot and
PSL particles of similar mobility sizes acquired almost identical
masses of sulfuric acid (Fig. 2e). The measurements between soot
and PSL also provided a comparison for irregular aggregates and
smooth spherical particles, indicating that the H2SO4 coating was
independent of the chemical makeup and microphysical struc-
ture of the particles. The efficient H2SO4 coating on the two
types of particles is explained by the sticky nature and high water
affinity of H2SO4. Sulfuric acid molecules readily condense on
particles, and the condensed H2SO4 is subsequently stabilized
from the interaction with water vapor: water uptake onto the
condensed H2SO4 lowers the equilibrium vapor pressures of both
components (H2SO4 and water) and causes the condensation
Fig. 1. TEM images of soot particles: fresh soot (a) and soot after exposure
to H2SO4 vapor and 5% RH (b). The gaseous concentration of sulfuric acid
is 1.4 $ 1010 molecules!cm!3. The cloud of small droplets surrounding the
soot particle corresponds to sulfuric acid, which was shaken off the coated
soot particle after impacting on the TEM grid. A high impacting velocity of
soot particles on the grid surface resulted in a circular and uniform distri-
bution of small sulfuric acid droplets around the soot core. The droplets
gradually disappeared after exposure to heating produced by the electron
beam as a result of evaporation, confirming their volatile nature. The
particle concentrations were monitored upstream and downstream of the
H2SO4 bath to confirm that particle concentrations did not increase as a
result of particle nucleation.
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Figure C.1: Zhang et al. (2008)’s “TEM imag s of soot particles: fresh soot (a) and soot
after exposure to H2SO4 v por and 5% RH (b). The gaseous concentration of sulfuric cid
is 1.4 x 1010 molecules cm−3. ”
This paper compares the results of two, Two-Dimensions (2D) models used to predict
the soot chain shape evolution into a compacted soot sphere. The equations used to predict
the evolution are derived in each model’s et d section. The eq ations are integrated in a
numerical model, and the results from that integration are presented in each of the model’s
results section. A discussion and summary is given in Section C.3.
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C.2 Models
C.2.1 Development of a Model
The method for deriving the equations of motion for the soot spherules began with
developing they influence of the surrounding atmospheric gas with the soot chain. It is
first assumed that nucleation from a surrounding gas begins in the cusps between two soot
spherules. The atmospheric gas impacting the soot spherules is at a temperature and pres-
sure where condensation occurs. The atmospheric gas is supersaturated with respect to the
soot chain. Upon introduction of the soot chain, condensation can begin on the surface. The
condensate begins to accumulate unequally in the crevasses between the soot spherules. It
is also assumed that the soot granules are insoluble and no chemical reaction is occurring
on the surface (Zhang and Zhang, 2005). Figure C.2 is a conceptual image of how the gas


















Figure C.2: Soot spherules are composed of layers of graphite. Unequal liquid accumu-
lation causes a greater force on one arm of the soot chain aggregate than on another arm,
causing the soot chain to begin to fold.
The interaction of the atmospheric gas, the condensate, and the soot spherules is further
simplified by approximating the shapes in 2D. Figure C.3 shows a drawing of this simpli-
fication and conceptualizes how the soot chain might become compacted with time as the
condensate, the liquid embryo, develops in a crevasse between two of the soot spherules.
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The liquid embryo seeks a lower surface free energy as its size increases. The embryo’s
movement is assumed to cause a greater force on one arm of the soot chain aggregate than













Figure C.3: The evolution of a simplified 2D soot chain with one arm under an increasing
liquid embryo (blue). A tangent line to the embryo and soot spherule surface has been
drawn.
C.2.2 Derivation of an Euler-Lagrange Model
An alternative approach for describing the soot chain compaction was attempted through










where L = T − V (i.e., the kinetic energy, T , minus the potential energy V ) is the
Lagrangian, and qj and q̇j represent the generalized coordinates and their time derivative.
Two soot spherules were isolated for their movement from the entire soot chain. The
two spherules were initially assumed to be vertically aligned and touching. The upper soot
spherule is constrained to move in a circle on the surface of the soot spherule beneath it.
The soot spherule in motion will not roll or spin down the surface beneath it; it will only
slide. It is assumed the soot spherule has no initial kinetic energy, and the potential energy
will be stored in the surface tension from the liquid. The origin of the coordinate system
will be the center of the lower soot spherule. The equations to describe the motion of the
upper soot spherule are given by x = R cos θ and y = R sin θ where R is the radius of one
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soot spherule and θ is the generalized coordinate is θ. The system then has one degree of











where m is the mass of one soot spherule.
The potential energy was assumed to be a function of the surface tension of the liquid,
σ, accumulated on the surface. The surface tension is assumed to be a function of the
position of the spherule in motion. Thus, V = V (σ(y, θ)). 1 Because the work is done by
the liquid’s surface tension, the potential energy is given by V = −σ(Rθ)(y sin θ).









= mR2θ̈ − σyR sin θ − σyRθ cos θ. (C.3)





(sin θ + θ cos θ). (C.4)
To first order, the position of the sliding soot spherule with respect to time should be
linear assuming σ, y, R, and m are constants. Equation (C.4) can be discretized and solved
numerically using finite difference. For a time step of ∆t, the position of the upper soot





(sin θ + θ cos θ)) + 2θn − θn−1. (C.5)
1Analogously, if gravity were the potential energy these were two macroscopic balls, then V =
−mgy sin θ.
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C.2.3 Results of the Euler-Lagrange Model
The parameters used in Equation are as follows. The radius of the soot spherules can
range from 5 to 25 nm (Khalizov et al., 2009; Smith, 1982; Zhang et al., 2008). Thus
the soot spherule radius used in these calculations is R =20 nm. The primary component
in the composition of soot is elemental carbon which has a density of 2.62 g cm−3 at
293 K. From the density and the radius, the mass of soot spherules, m, was calculated
to be 8.78 x 10−20 kg. The value for the surface tension, σ, of the liquid accumulated in
the crevasse is assumed to be constant. The magnitude of the surface tension can vary
depending on the composition of the accumulated gas in the surface. Electrolyte solutions
with concentrations ranging from 0 - 9 mole kg−1 have surface tension values ranging from
σ = 72.0 - 94.0 erg cm−2 (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). This range of σ was tested and
found to change the results insignificantly.
A variable y was defined to be the distance from the origin of the coordinate system (the
center of the lower soot spherule) to the center of mass of top soot sphere with an initial
length equal to 2R. As the upper soot spherule moves, this distance becomes y = 2Rsin(θ)
and is updated every step in the iteration. A time step of ∆t = 1 ns was chosen. This made
the terms in Equation C.2.3 no more than two orders of magnitude different when the initial
conditions of position were set to near-zero values. This was done because we wanted the
initial movement of the soot spherule to be caused by the liquid’s surface tension. Thus,
the positions of the spherule were initialized to to be θ = 0.0 at n = 1 and θ = 1 x 10−3 at
n = 2. Equation C.2.3 was integrated numerically until the upper soot spherule moved 90
degrees from its initial position.
Figure C.4 plots the position of the upper soot spherule moving along the surface of the
lower soot spherule in time from the integration of Equation C.2.3. The upper soot spherule
moved 90 degrees in an unrealistic 75 ns. TEM images of soot aggregates show many soot
spherules comprising an arm of the soot chain (Zhang et al., 2008). The integration was
repeated a second time for an arm of 100 soot spherules in synchronous movement upon
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the top of a single soot spherule. The mass of the moving soot spherule was increased 100
times to reflect these additional soot particles and the center-of-mass of the moving soot
arm was moved to 10×R from the stationary soot spherule. Their movement as in time is
also shown in C.2.3(b). It took 210 ns for the arm of soot spherules to move 90 degrees
from the initial position, which is an increase the one soot spherule integration. The results
are still unrealistic.
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Table C.1: (a) Soot chain angle displacement with one soot spherule and (b) soot chain
displacement with 100 soot spherules in the moving soot chain arm from the integration of
Equation C.2.3.
The Euler-Lagrange’s model is not realistic of soot chain compaction, even though it is
unknown how quickly the soot chain arms fold into an aggregate. The sudden movement of
the soot spherules as predicted in Figures C.4 suggests the compaction of the soot agglom-
erates happens quickly. In nature, the soot agglomerates have multiple arms which might
interfere with the speed of the compaction. It was observed in a laboratory experiments by
Zhang et al. (2008) and Khalizov et al. (2009) where the soot agglomerates were exposed
to sulfuric acid for 12 seconds that soot chain compaction occurred sometime in those 12
seconds. One reason as to why this first calculation might not be representative of real
soot chain compaction is with the assumed surface tension of the accumulated liquid in the
crevasse. A more realistic approach to the finding the surface tension of the liquid cap in the
crevasse would be to initialize the soot chain with no liquid accumulation on the surface. A
concentration of the surrounding gas could be given, then a deposition rate onto the surface
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of the soot could be calculated. After a threshold of the gas had accumulated on the sur-
face, the capillary effect of the liquid could pull the soot chain into a more compact form.
This calculation could be performed by consulting the developed theory of nucleation in
a crevasse found in Pruppacher and Klett (1997). In addition to including gas dynamics,
the model could be improved by re-deriving the equation of motion to include viscosity, a
dynamic property of the liquid, instead of surface tension, a static property of the liquid.
Adachi et al. (2010) shows that soot exposed to high (low) viscosity matter results in a
particle with little (increases) change in fractal dimension. The viscosity of sulfuric acid is
2.42 ×10−2 Pa · s while water’s viscosity is 8.94×10−4 Pa · s at 25 C.
C.2.4 Derivation of the Newtonian Model
The second model of soot spherule movement starts from with the equations derived
by Seinfeld and Pandis (2006) for the dynamics of a single aerosol particle in a fluid. We








We use Stokes’ Law because it is an accurate solution to the equations of continuum
mechanics for the drag exerted by the air for particles smaller than 20 µm. For a soot
spherule, these external forces are gravity, g, and fluid drag force arising once a difference








where the corrected Stokes drag force on the particle is used and the particle is moving
with velocity v in a fluid having velocity u. The slip correction factor, Cc, is introduced
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into Stokes’ law to account for the size of the particle approaching the same magnitude as
the mean free path of the air because the drag force becomes smaller. To use the corrected
Stokes drag means we assume the soot spherule’s acceleration is slow. The correction term
is given by










For a 20 nm particle, a value of Cc =11.4 was used (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). We
then let v = Rθ̇θ̂ and assume the particle is in a quiescent fluid (u = 0) and starts with zero
velocity. The gravity term becomes g = gzẑ = gr cos θr̂ − gθ sin θθ̂. The surface tension,
σ, is multiplied by a length vector, L to be included as an external force.
dθ̇
dt







In assessing the magnitude of the terms in Equation C.9, the surface tension term is
much larger than the other terms. Additionally, if the volume of the condensed gas in the
crevasse between the two spherules is unchanging and constant, the spherical cap might not
pull the spherules together but rather keep them from moving with respect to each other.
Another force must be influencing the spherule movement. In the Euler-Lagrange Model,
the spherules were considered macroscopic with respect to the air molecules in which they
moved. The inclusion of Stoke’s law in Equation C.9 recognizes the effect of drag exerted
by the air molecules on the spherule as it moves.
The last external force considered is the Coulomb force. The spherules are stuck to-




2θn − θn−1 − g
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C.2.5 Results of the Newtonian Model
The same values used in the Euler-Lagrange Model for mass, m, radius, R, and y
are used here in the Newtonian Model. The distance between the center of mass of the
spherules was assumed to be 10−9m, and the product of the charges of the soot spherules
was assumed to be 10−19. The of air µair = 1.8e-5 kg/m/s at 1 atm and 298K. The initial
displacement of θ at n and n+ 1 was set to zero.







































Figure C.4: Soot chain angle displacement with one soot spherule from the integration of
Equation C.10.
The movement in Figure C.4 is taken to be a more realistic solution. The integration of
Equation C.10 is not sensitive to the time step chosen. The solution is highly sensitive to
the assumed charge and distance between the center of masses of the two spherules.
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C.3 Discussion and Summary
Soot chains are formed from freshly combusted material. These chains have complex
structures on which gases have been observed to deposit on the surface. The deposition of
these gases on the surface causes the soot chains to compress into a shape with a smaller
aerodynamic diameter and density. A simple model based on the assumption that the mo-
tion of the spherules stems from external forces has been derived that predicts how quickly
the soot chain will compress. The model’s results are within the bounds of measurements
and is highly sensitive to the assumed charge of the soot spherules. This assumption should
be further explored in later studies. A purely mechanical model did not realistically predict
soot spherule movement. It was found that aspects of fluid dynamics, electrostatics, and
chemical interactions were necessary to produce realistic results.
This model assumes the soot chain will compress. However, not every measured soot
agglomerate is compacted, either. Adachi et al. (2010) found soot aerosols remaining in the
chain-like structure and not lying at the center of their host material. This is attributed to
the coating being highly viscous and opposing movement of the soot agglomerate’s arms.
Khalizov et al. (2009) coated the soot chains with sulfuric acid, a low-viscoscity material,
and all the soot chains in their experiment were compacted. Further application of this
model would consider the composition of the condensing gas to understand the effect on
compaction. Results from this model could be used to reassess the potential of freshly-
emitted soot to become sources for cloud hydrometeors.
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APPENDIX D
Publication of “Can global models ignore the chemical
composition of aerosols?”
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Can global models ignore the chemical composition of aerosols?
E. L. Roesler1 and J. E. Penner1
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[1] The number of cloud droplets formed from a population
of aerosols depends on the aerosol number concentration, NA,
the size distribution, and the chemical composition. The
cloud albedo effect occurs when increasing NA causes
increases to the droplet concentration, ND. We examined
the effects of changing aerosol size, composition, and
number on ND within the United States. We found that
changing the water‐soluble organic carbon (WSOC)
fraction from 50% to 0.05% in the fine mode aerosol and
from 50% to 95% in the coarse mode aerosol decreased ND
by an average of 34%. Our results show that the changes to
the aerosol composition cause over a 20% change to ND, a
magnitude previously estimated to cause a 1 W m−2 change
in radiative forcing. Given the realistic range of aerosol
compositions used here, it is not possible for global models
to correctly calculate the cloud albedo effect if composition
is ignored. Citation: Roesler, E. L., and J. E. Penner (2010),
Can global models ignore the chemical composition of aerosols?,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L24809, doi:10.1029/2010GL044282.
1. Introduction
[2] The largest uncertainty in climate change forcing
[Forster et al., 2007] is the cloud albedo effect. Global
models use empirical relationships based on regional studies
or mechanistic activation schemes to calculate ND [e.g.,
Pringle et al., 2009]. A focus of current research is to
understand which microphysical variables have dominant
roles, thereby eliminating the need for global models to keep
unnecessary variables. For example, previous studies have
shown that aerosol microphysical variables such as size,
number, and small concentrations of coarse mode aerosols
in a population of fine mode aerosols dominate in the pre-
diction of ND [Chen and Penner, 2005; Dusek et al., 2006;
Feingold et al., 1999; Feingold, 2003]. Other studies have
shown crustal and organic aerosols also influence ND
[Ervens et al., 2005; Kelly et al., 2007; Nenes et al., 2002].
Based on these studies, we changed the microphysical
variables in a warm microphysics model to identify which
variables changed ND by 10–20%. These limits of change in
ND were chosen because a decrease in radiative forcing of
−1 W m−2 has been estimated if ND is increased by 20%
[Facchini et al., 1999].
2. Model Description and Input Parameters
[3] We used the Parcel Undergoing Thermodynamic
Transitions (PUTT), a warm microphysics model [Seidl,
1989]. The initial relative humidity of the parcel was 98%
and was lifted adiabatically 300 meters from an initial
starting pressure of 900 mbars at a speed, w, of 10, 20, 50,
150, or 300 cm s−1. The size distribution of the aerosols was
modeled as the sum of two lognormal functions each dis-
cretized into ninety bins.
[4] The Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual En-
vironments (IMPROVE) network dataset was used to create
the aerosol composition (IMPROVE, IMPROVE Archived
Data, 2007, available at http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/
improve). The dataset includes 187 sites within the conti-
nental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the U.S. Virgin
Islands (see Figure 1a). Particulate matter monitoring has
occurred at some but not all sites from 1988 to 2004. The
data was averaged into four seasons for each of the 28 re-
gions listed by Malm et al. [1994].
[5] PUTT also calculates the absorption of nitric acid gas,
HNO3(g), into the aerosol particles. The parcel’s initial gas‐
phase nitrate concentrations, 0.01 to 31.3 ppbv, were
derived from the model results of Feng and Penner [2007]
for each region and season. Feng and Penner [2007] found
the model overpredicted the observations in North America.
A constant value of 0.2 ppbv for each region and season,
which would have given better agreement with the ob-
servations, was used in a sensitivity test.
[6] The predicted values for ND have different responses
to internal and external aerosol mixtures [McFiggans et al.,
2006], and small concentrations of large aerosols can greatly
affect ND as well as the formation of precipitation [Feingold
et al., 1999]. The IMPROVE dataset does not provide the
coarse mode PM10.0 aerosol composition, size distribution
parameters, or the mixing state of the fine and coarse mode
aerosols. Measurements taken near the Owens (dry) Lake, a
saline playa with large and frequent dust storms in the spring
and fall [Labban et al., 2004], were used to constrain the
coarse mode aerosol parameters. The composition of the
fine mode was similar to the coarse mode aerosols [Labban
et al., 2004]. The fine mode composition in the IMPROVE
regions affected by Owens (dry) Lake dust storms was also
similar to the fine mode measurements by Labban et al.
[2004]. It was assumed that the fine and coarse mode
compositions were equal for these regions in PUTT. Rele-
vant measurements were not available for the composition
of the coarse mode for the remainder of the regions. All
regions were then assumed to have the same fine and coarse
mode composition. This assumption was tested with sensi-
tivity tests where differing fine and coarse mode composi-
tions were used. We assumed the IMPROVE data, when
averaged, was an aged background aerosol composition, so
external mixtures were not used.
[7] A large component of the fine aerosol mass in the
IMPROVE network is organic carbon (OC), but the fraction
of OC that is water‐soluble is not given [Malm et al., 1994,
2004]. We assumed 50% of the OC was WSOC. Measure-
ments have found WSOC fractions in this range [Lowenthal
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et al., 2009; Pio et al., 2007]. Sensitivity tests also examine
this assumption.
[8] Values for the van’t Hoff factor, molecular weight,
density, charge, and soluble fraction of OC were needed for
the WSOC. Ervens et al. [2005] suggested that a van’t Hoff
factor of one produced the lowest error in predicting ND, and
Mircea et al. [2005] showed that the average predicted ND
was 20% smaller than the measured ND when the organics
were assumed undissociated. Ervens et al. [2005] also found
that high molecular weight species (M > 400 g mol−1)
influence droplet concentrations. For simplicity, we
assumed the WSOC had a molecular weight of 50 grams
mol−1, a van’t Hoff factor of one, a density of 2.0 grams
cm−3, and carried no charge.
[9] Two parameterizations of surface tension, sT, were
compared in this study. Mircea et al.’s [2005] parameteri-
zation and treating sT as the sum of the multi‐component
aqueous solution [e.g., Topping et al., 2007]. PUTT’s
treatment of sT had previously accounted for only the
inorganic aerosol components [Seidl, 1989]. We included
values of surface tension as a function of WSOC taken
under a variety of atmospheric conditions (i.e., polluted
continental, remote continental, biomass burning conditions,
and wet‐season) [Facchini et al., 1999, 2000; Mircea et al.,
2005].
3. Description of Sensitivity Cases
[10] Table 1 lists the base cases and test cases we con-
sidered. B, N, and NS are the base cases to which other
cases are compared. The base cases use the aerosol com-
positions created from IMPROVE and are different in NA
and sg. Any cases not marked with an S use a geometric
standard deviation and mode radius fit to the size distribu-
tion of Dusek et al. [2006] in the fine mode (sg,f = 1.5) and
of Niemeyer et al. [1999] for the coarse mode (sg,c = 1.5).
Cases marked with an S use sg,f = 2.0 and sg,c = 3.5. For
cases 1, 3–12, and 21, NA was calculated for each region
from the measured mass concentration in IMPROVE. For
cases 2 and 13–20, all regions have a fine and coarse mode
number concentration of NA,f = 1000 cm
−3 and NA,c = 0.75
cm−3, respectively, based on typical continental NA values
[Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006]. For all cases, the fine mode and
coarse mode radii are 0.03 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively.
[11] Cases marked with a G assume [HNO3](g) = 0.2 ppbv
in every region, otherwise results from Feng and Penner
[2007] were used. Cases marked with a C used a simpli-
fied composition of 6% H+, 48% SO4
−−, 20% WSOC, and
26% insoluble components in every region, derived from a
correlation of the droplet numbers with each component of
the composition over all regions and vertical velocities in
cases B, BS, and BG. Surface tension was calculated using
Mircea et al.’s [2005] parameterization, but cases marked st
calculate sT as the sum of the multi‐component aqueous
solution. Cases marked ln1 used only the fine mode mass
and concentration to explore how neglecting the course
mode mass would affect ND. Cases marked H assumed that
a gas‐aerosol nitric acid equilibrium is not achieved prior to
updraft. For all simulations, the accommodation coefficient
for [HNO3](g) was equal to 0.05 [Xue et al., 2005]. There is
uncertainty in the value of the water vapor accommodation
coefficient, a [McFiggans et al., 2006]. Cases labeled A set
a to 1.0 instead of 0.1. Cases labeled Win assume 50% and
0.05% of the OC in the fine and coarse modes, respectively,
is WSOC. Cases labeled W2nd assume 0.05% and 95% of
the OC in the fine and coarse modes, respectively, is
WSOC. Cases Win and W2nd test ranges of measured
WSOC fractions [Lowenthal et al., 2009; Pio et al., 2007].
4. Case and Regional Comparisons of ND
[12] Table 1 lists the average difference between each test
case and base case normalized by the mean of the base case.
Mean droplet number increases with vertical velocity. The
largest differences in absolute percentage values for base
case B is that with test cases N and BW2nd. The largest
differences in absolute percentage values for base case NS is
that with test cases N and NSW2nd. An average increase in
NA in test case N creates more droplets than in base cases B
and NS. In cases BW2nd and NSW2nd, the amount of
Figure 1. (a) The 28 regions created from the 187 IMPROVE network locations. (b) Droplet concentration, ND (cm
−3) for
w = 20 cm s−1 average of seasons for case B. (c) Same as Figure 1b but with case NS. (d) Same as Figure 1b but with case
BW2nd. (e) Same as Figure 1b but with the spring season compositions.
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soluble mass was decreased in the fine mode and increased
in the coarse mode causing the larger, but fewer, more
soluble aerosols to form droplets at the expense of the
smaller, more numerous, less soluble fine mode aerosols.
The third largest difference for ND for base case B is with
test case BS. This is due to the increased width of the size
distribution and higher concentration of large‐radii aerosols
forming droplets at the expense of the small‐radii aerosols.
The remainder of the sensitivity tests did not have average
differences greater than 20% for ND between the base cases
and test cases.
[13] The inter‐regional variation (standard deviation
divided by the mean ND) shows how the changes in com-
position between regions or changes in the microphysical
variables affect ND. A high inter‐regional variation value of
ND for a case implies an empirical relationship of ND based
on a region’s value would not be accurate if applied to other
regions. Figures 1b–1e show ND (cm
−3) in every region for a
subset of the test cases from Table 1. Changes in compo-
sition between regions cause an inter‐regional variation in
ND of 8% when all the seasons are averaged (Figure 1b), and
a 15% variation of ND in the spring (Figure 1e). The mean
ND is increased by 6% to 534 cm
−3 in spring compared to
the annual average mostly due to a factor‐of‐two average
increase in [HNO3](g). The ND in spring is increased by
20% along the eastern U.S. in regions 2 and 16 primarily
due to an average increase in [HNO3](g) from 13 to 26 ppbv.
The ND in regions 8, 9, and 19 also increased by 15% due
to the increase in [HNO3](g) from 7 to 14 ppbv. Changes to
the composition caused changes to ND within and between
regions by 10–20%.
[14] The annual average of ND for base case NS, shown in
Figure 1c, has the same aerosol composition as the annual
average of base case B (Figure 1b), and NA is also unique in
every region which causes an inter‐regional variation of
48%. The average ND decreased by 12% compared to case B
due to an average decrease in NA in case NS. Figure 1d
shows the BW2nd case which has the largest inter‐
regional variation of 60%. From Table 1, case BS has the
third largest average difference in ND from base case B but
has a negligible inter‐regional variation (not shown in
Figure 1). This is due to the increased width of the size
distribution and higher concentration of large‐radii aerosols
forming droplets at the expense of the small‐radii aerosols.
5. Changes to ND for Different Smax
[15] Figure 2 shows the computed ND at the maximum
supersaturation, Smax, for test cases 5–12 against base case
Table 1. Base Cases N, NS, and B and Descriptions of Each Test Casea
Description of Changed Microphysical Variable
of Test Case From Base Caseb
Mean of NDi;testNDi;baseð Þ
Mean of ND;baseð Þ × 100%; and Mean of ND,test in cm
−3
10 cm/s 20 cm/s 50 cm/s 150 cm/s 300 cm/s
Case N: NA Calculated Regionally From IMPROVE
1. Changing size distribution to sg,f = 2.0 and sg,c = 3.5 NS −33.9%, 250 −43.3%, 438 −53.2%, 850 −64.7%, 1588 −68.8%, 2047
2. Changing to NA constant in every region, NA,f = 1000 cm
−3,
NA,c = 0.75 cm
−3 B
−27.8%, 273 −36.7%, 495 −53.7%, 841 −77.2%, −991 −84.8%, 997
3. Changing to constant nitric acid concentration of [HNO3](g) =
0.2 ppbv NG
−2.7%, 369 −2.7%, 762 −3.1%, 1760 −1.5%, 4283 −0.5%, 6519
4. Changing to constant composition of 6% H+, 48% SO4
−−,
20% WSOC, 26% Insol. NC
11.9%, 421 7.9%, 808 7.8%, 1845 4%, 4128 4%, 6409
Case NS: NA Calculated Regionally From IMPROVE With sg,f = 2.0, sg,c = 3.5
5. Less WSOC (0.05%) in fine mode and more WSOC (95%)
in coarse mode NSW2nd
−29.8%, 188 −31.7%, 317 −36.4%, 621 −37.7%, 1207 −35.1%, 1748
6. Changing accommodation coefficient to 1.0 from 0.1 NSA −4.9%, 238 −7.5%, 405 −10.2%, 764 −9.3%, 1441 −7.6%, 1892
7. Not calculating surface tension from WSOC NSst −1.8%, 246 −3%, 425 −3%, 825 −1.8%, 1560 −1.1%, 2025
8. Less WSOC (0.05%) in coarse mode NSWin 0.8%, 253 1.1%, 434 t 0.7%, 856 0.1%, 1590 0.2%, 2051
9. Changing to using only the fine mode NSln1 0.8%, 253 1%, 434 0.7%, 856 0.2%, 1590 0.7%, 2054
10. Changing nitric acid equilibrium prior to uplift NSH 2.2%, 255 3.8%, 446 4.3%, 887 3.8%, 1649 2.4%, 2097
11. Changing to constant composition of 6% H+, 48% SO4
−−,
20% WSOC, 26% Insol. NSC
4.2%, 233 3.8%, 402 1%, 788 1.1%, 1552 0.4%, 2054
12. Changing size distribution to sg,f = 1.5 and sg,c = 1.5 N 51.3%, 379 76.3%, 783 114%, 1817 183%, 4349 220%, 6551
Case B: NA Constant Regionally, NA,f = 1000 cm
−3, NA,c = 0.75 cm
−3
13. Less WSOC (0.05%) in fine mode and more WSOC (95%) in
coarse mode BW2nd
−47.2%, 144 −53.5%, 230 −55.1%, 377 −39.8%, 597 −24.9%, 749
14. Changing size distribution to sg,f = 2.0 and sg,c = 3.5 BS −29.9%, 191 −30.8%, 342 −27%, 614 −10.3%, 889 −5.5%, 943
15. Changing to constant nitric acid concentration of [HNO3](g) =
0.2 ppbv BG
−10.4%, 244 −6.7%, 462 −3.2%, 814 −0.3%, 989 −0%, 997
16. Changing accommodation coefficient to 1.0 from 0.1 BA −4.4%, 261 −8.4%, 453 −6.8%, 784 −1.5%, 976 −0.1%, 996
17. Changing to constant composition of 6% H+, 48% SO4
−−,
20% WSOC, 26% Insol. BC
2.9%, 281 −1.4%, 488 0.2%, 842 0.5%, 996 0%, 997
18. Changing nitric acid equilibrium prior to uplift BH 5.6%, 286 2.6%, 504 2.2%, 860 0.1%, 992 0%, 997
19. Less WSOC (0.05%) in coarse mode BWin 8.5%, 294 0.4%, 497 0.9%, 849 0.1%, 992 0%, 997
20. Changing to using only the fine mode Bln1 9.7%, 297 0.6%, 498 1%, 850 0%, 991 −0.1%, 997
21. Calculating aerosol number concentration based on IMPROVE
mass concentration N
38.4%, 379 58%, 783 116%, 1817 339%, 4349 557%, 6551
aThe five columns from the right list the mean of the difference of ND in the ith region of the test case from the base case normalized by mean of ND for
all regions in the base case. The mean ND in cm
−3 of all regions for each test case is listed after the percentage.
bTest case acronym is listed in bold.
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NS separated into two Smax ranges. This was done to
examine whether a parameterization of the base case that is a
function of Smax and NA could be used. Slopes of best‐fit
lines and correlation coefficients were calculated and are
reported in the caption. A test case that has a low correlation
with the base case NS suggests an empirical relationship
formed from the base case would not correctly predict ND.
[16] For both the low and high ranges of Smax, cases NSH,
NSst, and NSWin have slopes and correlations of ∼1.0. This
indicates that a parameterization would not need to include
changes in the gas‐aerosol equilibrium of nitric acid prior to
updraft, the parameterization of surface tension, or a small
concentration of coarse‐mode aerosols with less soluble
mass. In both the low and high ranges of Smax, cases NSC,
N, and NSA all have correlation coefficients greater than
0.83 with slopes that range from 0.73 to 2.60. If a param-
eterization that is based on simplified composition or inac-
curate NA and sg is applied, then the calculated average ND
and cloud albedo effect will also be inaccurate. Case NSln1
shows a correlation and slope of ∼0.70 at low Smax, but a
correlation and slope of 0.28 at high Smax. For the low and
high ranges of Smax, NSW2nd has correlations and slopes
much different from 1.0. Thus an empirical relationship that
is based on aerosol parameters similar to case NS could not
correctly calculate ND if applied to other regions that had a
different number of modes or amount of soluble material.
6. Conclusions
[17] Measurements of aerosols in Europe have shown that
the aerosol size distribution mostly determines the aerosol’s
ability to become a cloud droplet [Dusek et al., 2006]. In this
study, it was found that the aerosol size distribution and
composition cannot be ignored by global models when
calculating the ND for the cloud albedo, which is based
aerosol compositions measured in the United States from
1988 to 2004. These results are based on assumptions
regarding the size‐resolved and physicochemical properties
of WSOC. Changing these assumptions would affect ND,
and further sensitivity studies could identify which WSOC
properties were most important for modeling. A global
model using an empirical relationship based on regional
measurements could over‐ or under‐predict ND when
applied to other regions depending on differences in com-
position, the number of log‐normal modes, NA, and sg.
Regional and seasonal differences in trace gas concentra-
tions, organic, inorganic, and insoluble aerosol composi-
tions cause high variability in ND, suggesting a more
thorough treatment and not a simplification of aerosol
composition is needed for an accurate prediction of ND.
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Much information and literature was compiled for the production of the Roesler and
Penner (2010)paper. A few of these ideas from the published literature and Parcel Under-
going Thermodynamic Transitions (PUTT) are listed here but not discussed in Roesler and
Penner (2010).
Chuang et al. (2002)discussed kinetic limitations of droplet formation in clouds. Wex
et al. (2010)derived many κ 1 values based on world-wide chemical compositions and
asserted that knowledge of the mixing state of a particle is necessary in order to pre-
dict the number of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). They also state that bulk or size-
resolved composition information is insufficient to predict the number of CCN. Ward et al.
(2010)applied applied aerosol composition data to a larger-scale model by using the κ
values from a Lagrangian parcel model to constrain look-up tables in a regional model,
Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS).
When using PUTT to calculate activated CCN in bins, if the accumulation and coarse
modes had the same composition, the maximum bin and minimum bin values were the
same. This suggests that the model ran correctly. When the number of aerosols, aerosol
concentration (NA), in both modes was different, the maximum bin and minimum bin
values would change. The same size range of aerosols does not activate when NA changes,
and when a higher number of droplet concentration (ND) were produced, smaller bin values
are activated.
In the results from Roesler and Penner (2010), the seasonal results of totalND show that
Fall and Winter (Spring and Summer) behave similarly. This is probably caused by seasonal
differences in the nitric acid gas (HNO3(g)) concentrations. For example, the Northeastern
1a parameter commonly used to describe aerosol hygroscopicity described in Petters and Kreidenweis
(2007)
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regions of the United States show the seasonal differences in ND when parameters related
to the nitric acid gas are altered. The difference between the regions could be reduced
by decreasing the range of initial gas concentrations between the regions and seasons or
increasing the size distribution. The greatest amount of variation in ND was caused by the
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